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DEDICATION 

This handbook is dedicated to the memory of the founder and Chief of the Arapahoe Rescue 

Patrol, Inc. Stan G. Bush.  Stan dedicated his life to public service and to the Patrol.  He was 

an example of a dedicated public servant and modeled a life of service and humility.  Not 

only did Stan influence thousands of young people; he related knowledge, skills and 

abilities that those thousands would pass-on to hundreds of thousands more.  Stan’s 

influence is felt around the world.  Search & Rescue would not be where it is today in 

Colorado without Stan’s dedication and influence.  Stan wrote the original handbook and 

most of this information is either his work or based upon his work. 
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1 -  INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION TO THE ARAPAHOE RESCUE PATROL, INC. 
Since l957, the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol has provided search and rescue assistance in the State 
of Colorado and surrounding states. 

When the team was founded, little was known in Colorado about formal search and rescue 
methods.  Today, we are very much at the forefront of search and rescue training and 
education. 

Our history is rich in the many experiences gained by all of our past members, each of whom 
served while a high school student. 

We recognize the many sacrifices made by our founding members, their families and friends.  
We especially recognize the leadership provided for many years by our founding Chief, Stan G. 
Bush, whose inspiration and guidance both formed the Patrol and allowed it to prosper. 

Most importantly, we devote all of our efforts to alleviating the suffering of victims and their 
families.  It is to this end that all members dedicate themselves. 

PURPOSE OF THE HANDBOOK 
According to the direction of the By-Laws of the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol, Inc. this Handbook 
is the official policy manual of the Patrol as developed, revised and approved by the Board of 
Directors. 

In an active organization, it is important to establish a fixed set of regulations that will govern 
activities over the years.  Thus, the contents of this Handbook have been compiled based on 
experience and they provide direction for the operation of the Patrol.   

The Handbook reflects current policies that may be changed in the future.  Some material is 
quite specific, other is flexible, but all is subject to constant review and modification by the 
Board of Directors.  As a result, this Handbook will never be completed.  However, the 
information and procedures developed over the years are presented as Patrol policy, as 
direction for current operations, and as a basis for future revisions. 

This Handbook is updated as needed.  All members and interested parties will receive 
revisions as they are made.  It is the responsibility of all members to update their copies of the 
Handbook when revisions are distributed. 

THE CONCEPT OF PATROL OPERATIONS  
Emergencies!  We educate and train to avoid them, but they occur.  Fire, flood, lost persons, 
stranded persons, aircraft crashes, etc. - they all occur.  At such times, help is needed.  Usually, 
the persons involved are unable to help themselves, thus the need for trained search and 
rescue units.  Naturally, no one unit can handle everything from a major disaster to a child 
with a broken arm and so - throughout the country - hundreds of different emergency service 
units have been formed.  Some are paid law enforcement and fire units.  Others are non-paid 
volunteers. 
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The formation of these units is a direct result of the fact that many people have an inherent 
awareness of the need to help others in time of trouble.  This keynote of “Service to Fellow 
Man” may not be spoken aloud, but it does exist.  It motivates a police officer to take 
dangerous risks in apprehending a criminal; it motivates a member of a search and rescue 
team to get up at three o’clock in the morning to go to a search area; it is behind the success of 
every emergency response unit. 

The Arapahoe Rescue Patrol is one of these units.  It is not a youth group, but a 
paraprofessional search, rescue, and emergency service unit dedicated to helping the victim.   

The membership is made up of young men and women in high school.  However, these young 
members are trained and oriented to perform an adult role in service to others. 

PATROL MISSION STATEMENT 
The Arapahoe Rescue Patrol, Inc. is a search and rescue (SAR) unit whose primary mission is 
to find missing persons, give them aid, if needed, and bring them to safety.  In addition to this 
primary mission, the Patrol is committed to help local authorities and other emergency units - 
to the limit of its ability. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES 
If members or leaders feel a mission is not within the qualifications of the Patrol, the Patrol 
will either turn down the request for help or forward it to an appropriate response agency  
(for example: the Patrol does not do mine or cave rescue). 

The Patrol does not charge for its emergency service responses.  If reimbursement is available 
for food, fuel, supplies, etc. it is appreciated, but not essential. 

The Patrol is strictly a service - not a social - organization.  It is the hope of all members that 
the Patrol is never called, for such a call means that an emergency situation exists involving 
life and/or property.  However, such emergencies do arise and the Patrol must be ready to 
respond. 

BRIEF OF OPERATIONS 
Established in the fall of 1957, the Patrol was formed to provide “free search, rescue and 
emergency services for the citizens of Colorado’s Front Range and throughout all of 
Colorado”.  It is a unique organization because its active members are all young men and 
women of high school age.  Adult Directors and instructors supervise the program and its 
training functions, but its command structure is made up of youth.  It was incorporated as a 
non-profit corporation in the state of Colorado in the summer of 1962. 

Over the years, the Patrol has maintained a high level of expertise in its primary area of 
search for missing persons - in urban, rural and wilderness environments.  With over 2,200 
search activities in its log the find rate is 99+%.  It is not a high angle technical mountain 
rescue team, however members are trained in basic technical rescue techniques - namely: 
rappelling, anchors, lowering a litter, high angle scree, and vertical forest evacuations.  
Members are also trained to provide direct support on technical mountain rescue operations. 

To achieve its mission, members are also trained in emergency medical care, swift water 
rescue, hazardous materials awareness, avalanche rescue and recovery, field orienteering 
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(including GPS interpretation), communications, evidence searching, area security, mass 
casualty incidents, fire and law enforcement support, traffic direction and Incident Command 
management. 

Members are ready and willing to respond to any request from a law enforcement unit, fire 
department, or other search team.  They will function in several modes - depending on the 
needs of the requestor: 

 Conduct a search with their own personnel 

 Supply personnel to support an on-going operation 

 Provide support services - security, securing scent articles, etc. 

Time is critical on any search activity - “Search is an Emergency”.  Members would much 
rather be called on a search, respond, and be turned back than not be called for several hours.  
They are trained for all-weather and night search operations. 

When responding to any call, the Patrol will be self-sufficient for a minimum of forty-eight 
hours in the field.  If reimbursement is available from county or team funds for food, fuel and 
lodging it is appreciated, but not essential.  The Patrol makes NO charges for its services. 
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2 -  HISTORY AND TRADITIONS 

THE EARLY DAYS OF SEARCH AND RESCUE IN COLORADO 
For years there is no record of organized search and rescue in Colorado.  If someone was lost 
the nearby residents would go out and look for them. 

In the Boulder area, if a hiker or climber was lost in the mountains or overdue from a climb 
the guides and other mountaineers in the area would band together, go out, and bring the 
victims to safety - or recover their bodies! 

After a critical incident on Navajo Peak in December of 1946 there was considerable interest 
in forming an organized rescue team and a meeting was held on the 5th of March 1947 to 
form the Boulder County Rescue Team.  Stan Bush (founder of the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol) 
was a participant at this meeting.  Boulder County Rescue was organized during that spring 
and summer.  The name was later changed to the Rocky Mountain Rescue Group and it is still 
an active mountain rescue team.  It was the first in the state. 

An attempt to form a team on the Western Slope in Lake County was the next group but it 
only lasted about one year. 

The Arapahoe Rescue Patrol was the next team to form.  It was organized in the Littleton Area 
in the fall of 1957.  Following this, the Alpine Rescue team was formed in 1959 in Evergreen. 

Several other teams formed in the late ‘50’s and early ‘60’s including sheriffs’ posse’s, radio 
teams, clubs doing search and rescue activities in addition to their regular programs (quick 
draw gun clubs, etc.), and church groups.  Lack of policies and centralized coordination 
resulted in serious confusion and competition between these teams. 

As a result, the Rocky Mountain Rescue Group held a “Rescue and Disaster Control 
Conference” in Boulder in December of 1960.  Over 160 participants from 80 agencies and 
teams convened at the University of Colorado and held a workshop to improve coordination 
and communications.  Arapahoe Rescue had ten members at this meeting. 

As a result of this conference, the Colorado Rescue Association was formed and, over the 
years, evolved into what is now the Colorado Search and Rescue Board, Inc.  This organization 
provides a forum for discussion, training for search managers, and (upon request) assistance 
in locating resources to help in search and rescue missions throughout the state.  The Board is 
NOT a command and control organization.  It serves as a coordinator and a vehicle for 
information exchange.   

FORMATION OF THE ARAPAHOE RESCUE PATROL 

The Early Years 
In the fall of 1957 an attempt was made to organize a search and rescue team in the Littleton 
area.  Such a team was urgently needed to help in searching for missing persons in the area. 

Very few adults in the area were interested, or could afford the time needed to organize and 
operate such a unit.  Finally, a group of students at Littleton Sr. High School - the only high 
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school in the area at that time - offered to form a team.  Key students in the original 
organization were Bob Fria, Jeff Lane, and Dave Bailey. 

At first, the group was quite small and had little training.  There were no books or manuals as 
guides, so the team had to develop their own search and rescue techniques.  Seventeen high 
school students made up the first roster.  Their first mission was a search for a missing 
aircraft south of Littleton.  The team had a total of 35 activities in the first year - including 
meetings, missions, and other activities.  After that, as training and membership grew, the 
group began to receive recognition from different law enforcement and emergency units in 
the area.  The Rocky Mountain Rescue Group in Boulder (the only other team in the state at 
that time) was instrumental in providing the basic training for the Patrol.   

Official organization and chartering was done in the spring of 1958.  It was under the 
direction of three men:  

 Mr. Scott Kenton, District Executive of the Boy Scouts of America 

 Mr. Gene Matthews, Program Secretary of the Littleton YMCA 

 Mr. Stan Bush, Counselor at Littleton Sr. High School 

The Patrol was first chartered as a youth program by the Littleton YMCA.  The first Director of 
Field Operations was Dave Bailey, a student at Littleton Sr. High. 

Fund raising was a problem.  Early funds came from soliciting the parents of members.  With 
the help of Mr. Ralph Mayo, a two-way radio from the Colorado State Patrol was purchased.  
About the same time the Patrol purchased a Chevrolet pick-up truck for use on search and 
rescue missions.  Funds for this were raised by the sale of donuts and by contacting different 
service organizations.  However, not enough money was raised and the truck was sold. 

During the winter of 1961-62 the Arapahoe Sertoma Club (Littleton and Englewood) 
organized a club project to help the Patrol.  Funds were raised with a pancake breakfast and 
the Patrol purchased a GMC 4-wheel drive power wagon.  The Patrol is deeply indebted to the 
Sertoma Club for their financial support during that critical time. 

Development of the Corporation 
During the summer of 1962 it was decided to incorporate the Patrol as a non-profit 
corporation under the laws of the State of Colorado.  This was important in order to: 

 Provide liability protection for all members 

 Establish a more enduring structure 

 Allow contributions to be tax deductible 

Mr. Harry Bowles, attorney-at-law, provided his services at no charge in preparing the 
Articles of Incorporation and the Corporation was formally approved on the 30th of July 1962. 

Recognition over the Years 
The Patrol received national recognition during the summer of 1964 when it received third 
prize in the Parents’ Magazine Youth Group Achievement Award contest for Outstanding 
Service to the Community. 

The Patrol has received many other citations and over 600 letters of commendation from 
victims, their families and emergency agencies.  It has received the La Sertoma Youth Service 
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Award.  During the 1965 flood of the Plum Creek/Platte River basin the Patrol received the 
Governor’s Citation for two weeks of continuous flood work as well as a special citation from 
the Douglas County Civil Defense Agency. 

In 1972 the Patrol was officially recognized as the Light Duty Rescue Team for the City of 
Littleton. 

In 1976 the Patrol responded to assist with the Big Thompson Flood in Northern Colorado 
and received another Governor’s Citation. 

In 1980 the Patrol was featured in the Bulletin of the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
with pictures and an article about its activities. 

Through presentations at national conventions, the Patrol is also nationally recognized as a 
unique youth rescue team.  The Handbook of the Patrol is in use by groups in many states and 
foreign countries.  Feature articles on the Patrol have appeared in International Rescue and 
First Aid, National Law and Order, National Wildlife, National Search and Rescue, Emergency, 
the Colorado Policeman, and the Colorado Law Enforcement Officers Association magazines. 

In 1989 the Patrol was featured on the NBC Today show after a rock rescue in Roxborough 
Park, and on the CBS television show, Rescue 911, when members recreated a successful 
search for two missing girls on Devil’s Head. 

The Patrol regularly appears on local television stations during search and rescue operations. 

Over the years the Patrol has continued to grow.  Members are now involved in nearly 2,500 
activities each year.  It is estimated that it would cost a government agency over $500,000 a 
year to duplicate the services donated by the Patrol to the community and Colorado.  The 
Patrol, however, does NOT charge for its services. 

QUICK RESPONSE 
One of the traditions of the Patrol is its ability to field a team in a short period of time.  All 
members are asked to be at Patrol Headquarters within thirty minutes of the time they 
receive a call.  By doing this, the team can have units responding to a call in a short period of 
time. 
 
Quick response is particularly exciting to members when they are called out of school for a 
mission!! 
 
All members must place their allegiance and participation in the Patrol above other activities.  
The reasoning behind this is simple.  When the Patrol is called for a mission it is presumed 
that human life or property is in danger. 
 
In addition, the willingness of the members to respond - called “Victim Orientation” - ensures 
that the response team will include enough members to effectively handle the mission. 
 

EFFECTIVENESS IN THE FIELD 
There is another tradition that has grown with the Patrol.  On missions the Patrol has 
managed, it has very few unsolved missions in areas where the Patrol has been in control the 
search effort.  This effectiveness has prevailed with a mission log of over 2,200 missions. 
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The Patrol is also known for the thoroughness with which it conducts evidence searches for 
law enforcement agencies. 

 
THE PATROL AS A CLOSE-KNIT FAMILY 

Though there is a command structure that will be presented in this Handbook, and the Patrol 
is a semi-military organization, members work together in training and field operations. 
 
Like any other family, members tend to play and socialize, share their joys and sorrows 
together, and celebrate each other’s achievements.  Because of the unique and realistic 
activities in which they are involved, members of the Patrol relate quite closely with each 
other. 
 
This is good and bad.  Members can be pleased and excited when they find a young girl alive 
after she has spent a night alone in a National Forest, but they can also agonize over finding a 
fellow teenager whose body has been mauled by a mountain lion. 
 
All of these experiences draw members close together.  They are on missions together, they 
train together, and they find they become members of a second family. 
 
Another tradition Patrol members remember for the rest of their lives is the campfire 
ceremony on Field Basic II when they are challenged to commit themselves “In service and 
devotion to the welfare of others”.  This campfire has become a very strong tradition as 
former members speak of the impact of the Patrol on their lives and as they challenge the new 
members to carry on the image and the traditions of the Patrol. 
 

NEW LEADERS – ANNUALLY 
One of the great strengths of the Patrol is that a new Senior Officer is appointed each year (or 
most years), along with a new Officer staff.  This provides for new ideas and new vigor in the 
operations of the Patrol and enables each Senior Officer to put into effect his or her particular 
ideas and concepts within the framework of the Patrol. 
 
And so, each year it is a “new” Patrol.  This avoids the burnout that is so often seen in some 
other volunteer units where the leaders have used the same procedures for 20+ years and see 
no need to change or modernize their programs. 
 

CONTINUITY PROVIDED BY THE DIRECTORS AND OTHER ADULTS 
At the same time, “Reinventing the Wheel” each year would be a disaster.  The Patrol has adult 
Directors, Associates and Graduate members who have been active with the Patrol for MANY 
years.  There is, currently, over 390 years of experience in Patrol operations among the adults 
who are active with the program.  They don’t “run the show”, but are available for advice, 
training, making changes in Patrol policies, disciplinary action (if needed), and providing a 
level of continuity with the past. 
 
This combination of old and new has proven extremely effective in giving the Patrol an active 
enthusiasm backed by the experiences of many years of history. 
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“SNOOPY” 
While the Patrol was being organized it was felt some type of 
unique identification was needed for patches and decals.  After 
long discussion, it was decided to develop an insignia for the 
team.  Each member at that time was asked for input.  

 Member Jon Stoen submitted the idea of using “Snoopy” 
from the “Peanuts” comic strip.  (Tragically, Jon Stoen’s 
son was killed in the Jonestown Massacre years later.) 

 The late Charles Schulz, creator of the “Peanuts” comic 
strip granted the Patrol permission to use “Snoopy” as its 
official mascot. 

 Mr. Marvin Dean, art instructor at Littleton Sr. High 
School, did the final artwork and our logo was created. 

 
Up until 2017, “Snoopy” was shown on the Patrol patch and logo racing across mountain and 
plain in search of a missing person. 
 
To our knowledge the Patrol is the only search and rescue team that is permitted to use 
“Snoopy” as its mascot. 
 

 

TEAM LOGO – Approved April 20, 2017 
A photo of our own team members performing high altitude 
training inspired the overall design of this patch. We pride 
ourselves on having strength in numbers and accomplishing tasks 
as a unit. The 13 members in this patch represent the teamwork 
needed to complete our mission in our quest to help others.  The 
mountains they hike across are the exact mountains from our 
original “Snoopy” logo. The Colorado flag flies behind them all as a 
testament to the communities we operate within. We are willing to 
go the distance anywhere in the State. To pay homage to our team 
founders, the words “est. 1957” sit on the right side of the flag. 
“Arapahoe Rescue Patrol” makes up the top portion of the logo 
with “Search & Rescue” on the bottom encompassing all that we do 
and all that we stand for.   
 
Training Division Chief Bo Walker did the final artwork and the new logo was adopted on 
April 20, 2017. 
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3 -  STRUCTURE AND ADMINISTRATION 

3.1 -  CORPORATE FINANCES 

I. TAX EXEMPT STATUS 
1. The Arapahoe Rescue Patrol, Inc., is a non-profit Corporation under Section 501 (c) (3) of the 

Internal Revenue Code.  This means that the organization pays no income tax and more 
importantly, donations to the Patrol are tax deductible. 

2. This also means that members’ direct out-of-pocket expenses for search and rescue activities 
may be tax deductible on their individual tax returns.  Check with qualified tax advisors on what 
can be deducted from member returns and the returns of parents or guardians. 

3. In addition, the Patrol is exempt from paying state and local sales taxes on purchases made for its 
own use.  This does not exempt members from the responsibility of paying sales taxes on their 
purchases.   
a. Most merchants require a Patrol purchase order or, at least, the Patrol tax ID number, to 

qualify for a tax exemption.   
b. Members making purchases for the Patrol should contact the Treasurer or Purchasing 

Officer for directions.   
 

II. FUND RAISING 
1. Most of the Patrol’s operating expenses come from fund raising.  Individuals, businesses, clubs, 

and local governments are asked for funds. 
2. Throughout the year, the Patrol conducts a fund raising drive, with a major drive each fall.   

a. Contributions can be earmarked for specific purposes or placed in the General Fund.  I.e. a 
contributor could request the contribution be for a new radio.   

b. Each contributor receives a receipt for income tax. 
3. While the Patrol does not charge for its Emergency Service functions there are some service 

projects where a charge is made or a contribution is requested.  The decision on whether to 
charge is the responsibility of the Chief.  Often, the public relations value of participating in an 
activity is far better than any fee that might be received. 

4. The Patrol does NOT charge for any emergency service response.  Contributions to the Patrol are 
accepted from friends and family members of lost or injured persons, but they are NEVER 
requested! 
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3.2 -  INSURANCE AND LIABILITY COVERAGE 

I. COLORADO COMPENSATION ACT 
1. Members are covered under the Colorado Compensation Act - commonly called “Worker’s 

Compensation”.  This is managed by the Division of Colorado Compensation Insurance Authority 
located in Denver.   

2. If you are injured or sustain an occupational disease while at work with the Patrol on a mission, 
training session, meeting, etc., you may be entitled to compensation benefits as provided by the 
law.  YOU MUST NOTIFY THE CHIEF OR ONE OF THE CORPORATE DIRECTORS IMMEDIATELY IF 
YOU ARE INJURED.  YOU MUST REPORT YOUR INJURY WITHIN 24 HOURS !! 

3. Specific information on this protection is displayed on posters at Headquarters, and is available 
on the internal ARP website under the “Workers Compensation” section, and is provided to 
members during the Basic Training classes. 
 

II. VEHICLE INSURANCE 
1. Patrol vehicles are insured through a private insurance carrier.   
2. This insurance does not cover the private vehicles of members - even when on a Patrol activity. 
3. ALL accidents and damages must be reported to the Chief immediately - regardless of whether 

the incident involves a Patrol vehicle or a personal vehicle.  
 

III. CORPORATE LIABILITY PROTECTION 
1. The Patrol is a private non-profit corporation under Colorado law and, as such, provides liability 

coverage for its members.  That is, persons making claims against the Patrol or its members must 
first sue the corporation to establish their claim. 

2. It is very important that members take the necessary precautions at all times to protect 
themselves, the Patrol, and the corporation by following the procedures outlined in this 
Handbook and in all field training classes. 

3. Not following any of these policies may expose both the Patrol and/or the member to some form 
of liability.  Outright disregard of these policies and procedures as defined in this Handbook may 
result in individual liability. 

4. As will be noted later in the Handbook, in many cases, liability protection will only be available if 
individual members have kept accurate written records of their activities to show they have been 
on a particular mission, training activity, or emergency calls.   
 

IV. THE GOOD SAMARITAN ACT 
1. The Patrol and its members are also covered under what is commonly known as the “Good 

Samaritan Act” under Colorado Revised Statutes 13-21-109, which states -- 

“Any person licensed as a physician and surgeon under the laws of Colorado, or any other person 
who, in good faith, renders emergency care or assistance without compensation at the scene of 
any emergency or accident shall not be liable for any civil damages for acts or omissions done in 
good faith.” 

2. Naturally, this needs some translation - It is critical that members know the materials in this 
Handbook and learn the material covered in the various Emergency Care and other training 
classes so they know the proper procedures to follow in “rendering care and assistance”.  This 
will be discussed during Basic Training.  If there are any questions about the Good Samaritan Act 
or other procedures, ask the Chief. 
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3.3 -  CHAIN OF COMMAND 
In its history, the Patrol has had many structures.  Field operations follow a semi-military structure.  
Generally, there is a Command Staff and field teams with Officers.  The exact structure changes from year to 
year.  Presented below is the basic chain of command that is being used at the present time. 
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 Corporate Officers 
o President 
o Vice President 
o Treasurer 
o Secretary 

  

Fleet/Facilities Section Chief Fire Team Section Chief 

Special Teams Section Chief 

EMS Section Chief 

Regular Members 

Probationary Members 

Chief 

Support Services 

Deputy Chief 

Sergeants 

Captain 

Lieutenants 

Admin 

Assistant 

Operations  

Division Chief 
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I. BOARD APPOINTMENTS - The Board of Directors makes appointments other than the 

Corporate Officers.  The most important is appointment of the Chief.  The duties of the Chief will be 
noted later.  Other appointments include, but are not limited to: 

1. Purchasing Officer 
a. Controls overall purchasing 
b. Prepares purchase orders for high cost items 
c. Checks availability of funds with the Treasurer 
d. Verifies Board approval, if necessary 
e. Conducts competitive shopping on larger purchases 
f. Delegates most small item purchases to the Chief and/or other Board members 

2. Internal Affairs 
a. Occasionally, the Patrol finds itself lacking sufficient information regarding possible 

improper actions by one or more of its members.  If such a situation occurs, the Board may 
request a review of the situation by the Internal Affairs Committee.  The Committee is 
required to investigate all aspects of the situation and report any findings to the Board as 
rapidly as possible.  The Board then decides if any further action is necessary. 

b. Internal Affairs may hold meetings, interview individuals or groups, develop and distribute 
surveys, or use any other mechanism in the course of their investigation. 

3. Associate Members 
a. Associate Members are appointed by the Board of Directors to serve a specific function 

desired by the Board.  This may include training, liaison to other groups or organizations, 
specific expertise in a given field, etc. 

b. The primary difference between an Associate and a member is that an Associate is not 
expected to be fully active in the daily operations of the Patrol, but is on call as needed by the 
Chief and the Board of Directors. 

c. Tenure is only for as long as the Associate remains active in the appointed capacity.  Lack of 
participation or assistance to the Patrol as determined by the Board of Directors will be 
grounds for removal from this position.  Associate Member appointments are reviewed at 
the Annual Meeting of the Board each October. 
 

II. OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF THE CORPORATION (May 2019) 
1. Directors 

 Jeremy Adams  Steve Joiner  John Norin 
 Anders Colbenson  Michelle Jordan  Rick Smischny 
 Dave Fisher  Justin Kanaber  Joe Van Hook 

2. Corporate Officers 

 President – Steve Joiner 

 Vice President –Rick Smischny 

 Secretary – Joe Van Hook 

 Treasurer – John Norin  
3. Corporate Appointments 

 Chief – Justin Kanaber 

 Purchasing Officer / Equipment Supervisor – Steve Joiner 

 Physician Medical Directors and Associate Members 
o Dr. Stephen Hafertepen 
o Dr. Dave Hakkarinen 

 Internal Affairs - Dave Fisher / Mark Edson / Joe Van Hook 

 Web Master – Dan Murphy 
4. Associate Members 

 John Clasen  Shannon Lofland 
 Kathleen Kennedy  Dan Murphy 
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III. OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
1. Chief - Director of Operations - Most of the day to day operation of the Patrol is under the 

direction of the Chief.  The Chief appoints persons to assist with operations - both from the 
Regular Members and from other interested persons.   
a. Acts as liaison from the Board of Directors and the Officers 
b. Assists in arranging for training for Officers and the Regular Members (may delegate these 

functions) 
c. Attends most meetings of the Officers and members 
d. Attends Basic Training activities 
e. Ensures that records are kept and statistics are collected effectively 
f. Appoints assistants as necessary 
g. Acts as liaison with other teams and organizations on the State and National level or 

delegates this responsibility 
h. Is aware of all emergency operations involving the Patrol and is available to assist on 

missions 
 

2. Division Chiefs and Section Chiefs - Appointed by the Chief to serve at the pleasure of the Chief.  
Generally assigned to specific functions such as administration, training, etcetera. 

3. Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Division Chief - The Arapahoe Rescue Patrol Warrant 
Officer, Associate Member, or other affiliated individual appointed internally by the Chief and 
approved by the Board who is ultimately responsible for administration of team medical and 
emergency care issues, training, and equipment and is the liaison between the team, the Chief, 
the Physician Medical Director, and the Board of Directors for all aspects of operations 
pertaining to emergency medical services.  The term of this position shall be perpetual, and the 
EMS Division Chief serves at the pleasure of the Chief.  The EMS Division Chief will maintain 
current certification in accordance with the State of Colorado as an Emergency Medical 
Technician-Basic or higher.  

4. Physician Medical Director - The Board of Directors for the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol is 
responsible for the appointment of a Physician Medical Director.  This person is the physician 
who establishes protocols and standing orders for medical acts performed by members of the 
Arapahoe Rescue Patrol, a volunteer rescue service agency as defined in section 25-3.5-103 (11), 
C.R.S., and who is specifically identified as being responsible to assure the competency of the 
performance of those acts by such members as specified in 3-CCR-713-6 and Rule 500 of the 
Board of Medical Examiners. 

5. Graduate Reserve - Former members who wish to be active when available.  Appointed by the 
Chief.  For specific requirements see the section on Membership Positions. 

6. Warrants - Graduates who wish to be fully active in the program because they are living and 
working in the area.  This is a more demanding position than graduate.  For specific 
requirements see the section on Membership Positions. 

7. Patrol Officers - Appointed each year from the ranks of Regular Members of the Patrol.  
Generally appointed in the summer.  Appointments are based on activity, training, and 
leadership potential. 

8. On Call Adults - To ensure that adequate mission information is obtained by the Patrol in a 
timely manner, adult members take emergency call duties throughout the month.  This 
guarantees to primary call dispatchers (the Littleton Fire Communication Center) that someone 
is available at all times to receive an emergency call and get the proper response started. 
a. The On Call List is distributed to those who need to know the rotation.  The Fire Dispatchers 

are notified of all changes to this list. 
b. These persons, generally, are the ones to start a mission for the Patrol.  They will secure the 

immediate information and determine how the Patrol will respond, if at all.  The On Call 
Adult will, generally, locate an Incident Commander for the Patrol. 
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IV. INCIDENT COMMANDERS 
1. Due to the complexity of search and rescue mission coordination, a small group of adults serve as 

Incident Commanders.  These adults have experience that allows them greater insight into the 
workings of a search. 

2. Incident Commanders (sometimes called Mission Coordinators) are selected from older 
members of the Patrol.  Criteria for serving as an Incident Commander include -- 
a. Five years of search and rescue experience 
b. Successful completion of a basic management course (NASAR Managing a Land Search 

Operation (MLSO), Urban Search Management, National SAR School, etc.) 
c. Successful completion of the formal course Introduction to Incident Command, or its 

equivalent 
d. Maintains a working knowledge of the Patrol 
e. Participation in a period of internship working as part of an Overhead Team before 

managing a major mission 
f. Familiarity with the search and rescue practices in Colorado and ability to work with other 

agencies and teams 
3. Because all of the Patrol Incident Commanders have other jobs and family duties, there are times 

when availability for a mission might be limited.  Patrol Officers must have a basic understanding 
of search management to begin a mission until adequate management help is located.  In the 
past, Senior Officers have often managed small missions quite successfully. 
 

V. PATROL OFFICERS 
1. Officer appointments are not just recognition or a title.  All Officers are Regular Members first, 

and Officers second.  Officers have all of the same responsibilities of Regular Members as well as 
the added responsibilities of the management of the Patrol. 

2. Officers are usually appointed in the late summer or fall after the graduating seniors have left for 
college or other activities.  New Officers are appointed throughout the year, if they are needed. 

3. Command Staff 
a. The Command Staff consists of the Senior Officers of the Patrol.  Usually, a Senior Officer is 

appointed and he or she may be assisted by other Officers.  The Senior Officer is responsible 
for all of the administrative functions as well as the operations of the Patrol. 

b. Those activities that are not delegated remain the responsibility of the Senior Officer.  This 
delegation may take the form of additional Officer positions or giving additional specific 
responsibilities to team leaders.  Other Command Staff Officers may be appointed, depending 
on the size of the Patrol and added needs for additional special function Officers. 

4. Team Leaders 
a. For administrative purposes, the Patrol is divided into smaller, more manageable units 

designated as Field Teams.  To manage these teams and to ensure that adequate 
communications exist with the members, a team leader is appointed to manage a Field Team. 

b. Leaders are selected because of their abilities in the field and availability for field missions.  
Field experience weighs very heavily in appointing team leaders. 

c. A large part of the job of a team leader is to communicate the activities of the Patrol to the 
members of the team.  The leader is responsible for making call outs for meetings at least 
forty-eight hours before the meeting, starting call outs for missions after receiving a call, 
collecting team paperwork (monthly reports and grades, etc.), and to set up training and 
team meetings. 

d. Another team leader duty is to blend new members into the team.  Introductions, training 
suggestions, equipment recommendations, and some basic assistance during the 
probationary period are all essential to the success of team operations. 

e. Team leaders are often selected from the ranks of assistant team leaders.  This is not always 
the case, depending on the time of the year and high school grade level.  Team Leaders can 
be selected from the ranks of Regular Members if they have sufficient knowledge and 
experience. 
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f. Assistant Team Leaders - Depending on the size of teams, one or more assistant team leaders 
can be appointed to assist the team leader.  Assistant team leaders are the first level of 
Officer appointments.  They serve to assist with all of the functions noted for the team 
leader. 

g. Eligibility - To be eligible to serve as an Officer, a member must have successfully completed 
the probation period before being considered for this position. 

5. Officer Identification 
a. Over the years many different forms of identification have been used to indicate Officer 

status.  There have been Senior Officers, Directors of Field Operations, etc. 
b. At this time the Officer identifications being used are: 

(1) Senior Officer - Captain 
(2) Command Staff - First Lieutenants  

(a) A Second Lieutenant may serve in this position with a specific responsibility 
(3) Team Leaders - Second Lieutenants 
(4) Assistant Team Leaders - Sergeants 

c. These designations assist in identifying the different command positions in the field. 
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4 -  MEMBERSHIP 

4.1 -  APPLICATION AND SELECTION 

THE APPLICATION PROCEDURE  
New members are taken into the patrol each spring.  If necessary, an additional class may be taken in 
the fall.  Membership is open to all young men and women who - in the spring of the year - are in the 
8th, 9th, 10th or 11th grade of school.  Seniors are not accepted, since they would only serve four 
months and could not complete the probationary period. 

I. REQUIREMENTS – Each applicant must: 
1. Have sufficient field experience in the mountains - either in scouting, camping, hunting, hiking or 

other outdoor activities. 
2. Be willing, if accepted, to follow orders of superiors and the rules and regulations of the Patrol. 
3. Agree to respond to missions of the Patrol at any time - day or night. 
4. Live close enough to Patrol Headquarters - 6529 South Broadway in Littleton, CO - to be able to 

arrive at Headquarters in a reasonable amount of time to assist at the time a call is received.  
Generally, members must live within 30 minutes driving time. 

5. Agree to maintain school grades according to the Patrol grade policy. 
6. Agree to maintain Patrol standards, which govern school relations, community conduct, and 

personal habits so members will not bring discredit upon the Patrol or any of its members.  
7. Submit a written application for membership signed by both the applicant and the applicant’s 

parents or guardians.  A current photograph must accompany the application.  The application 
must also be accompanied by the current membership fee (determined annually).  A 
membership fee refund will be made only if a request to withdraw the application is received by 
the Chief prior to the beginning of training (the In-Town classroom session). 

8. Agree to purchase all of the necessary equipment and uniforms and to provide the necessary 
expenses for transportation and food on training activities and missions. 

9. Be able to attend all of the Basic Training as described in the application materials.  Any 
applicant not able to meet this requirement will either not be accepted (if known in advance) or 
will be dropped if they do not show up for one of the training sessions.  In rare cases, the Chief 
may make an exception for unusual circumstances. 

 

II. THE SELECTION PROCESS – Applications are carefully screened by the Chief and the Board 

of Officers. 
1. All applications are reviewed for field experience. 
2. An interview of candidates may be requested for familiarity and to obtain additional information. 
3. A check of school records and relationships and police background checks (within the limits of 

the law) may also be conducted. 
4. Officers discuss each applicant and then vote on which ones will be selected and which should be 

rejected. 
5. Letters are sent out to all applicants specifying whether or not they have been accepted.  Those 

applicants not accepted are welcome to reapply in the future if they still meet the membership 
requirements. 

6. If selected, the applicants are advised as to what uniforms are needed and where they can be 
obtained - if they are not purchased by the Patrol.  They are also given instructions on when and 
where to report for the Basic Training Classes. 
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4.2 -  POSITIONS 

I. PROBATIONARY MEMBERS - New members are accepted as Probationary Members.  They 

follow a series of steps over a six-month period to become a Regular Member.  However, after the 
completion of Field Basic II they will respond to all calls.  The steps to regular membership are outlined 
below. 

1. The member must attend the required all day In Town training class.  At that time they will 
receive their uniforms, patches, identification card, Handbook, and other equipment. 

2. New members take the following oath of allegiance: 
 

“I (state your name) do solemnly swear to abide by the rules and regulations of the Arapahoe 
Rescue Patrol, Inc., to assist in fulfilling the Patrol obligations to the best of my ability, and will 
direct my personal actions so that I will not bring discredit on the Patrol or any of its members.” 

 

3. Then, the new member must participate in the entire field and classroom basic training program 
before being allowed to participate in field missions or activities.  At the end of the second field 
basic training course, new members are considered as active Probationary Members. 

4. While they are on probation the Board of Officers may drop a member who is involved in serious 
disciplinary problems or who is not active.  This action must be done with the approval of the 
Chief, with a written follow-up to the Board of Directors at their next regular meeting. 

5. At the end of three months Probationary Members take a written examination covering all of the 
material they have acquired to that date.  There may be some practical tests.  The Board of 
Officers also evaluates their training and performance. 

6. Probation is continued for three more months - for a total of six months.  The Probationary 
Member must be active during this time:  responding to missions and other calls, attending 
meetings, and attending training classes. 

7. By the end of the six-month probation period the Probationary Members must have completed 
the following training and attendance requirements: 
a. Complete required Emergency Care Trainings and Certifications 

(1) Basic First Aid (during SAR school) 
(2) CPR certification (during SAR school) 
(3) Wilderness First Aid (WFA) certification 

b. All day hazardous materials awareness class - passing the final test 
c. 80% participation in required activities 
d. Successful completion of the probation tests 

8. At the end of six months, the Probationary Member must pass a second written examination.  
Practical tests are also given on areas of training, field gear, and uniforms.  Examination scores, 
behavior, and conduct are then evaluated by the Board of Officers.  The Officers then take one of 
the following actions regarding the Probationary Member: 
a. Recommend to the Board of Directors that the Probationary Member be accepted as a 

Regular Member of the Patrol 
b. Extend the probation for a fixed time (because of illness, personal problems, etc.). 
c. Extend the probation with additional requirements or restrictions because of problems that 

have occurred or requirements that have not been met 
d. Advise the Board of Directors that the Probationary Member has been dropped with the 

details of the reasons for this action. 
 

II. REGULAR MEMBERS - Regular Member status is awarded to those members who successfully 

complete probation and are accepted by the Board of Officers and the Board of Directors. 
1. Regular Members are eligible to respond on all Patrol activities and training courses.  Regular 

Members are also eligible for promotion to Officer Status and eligible to complete the 
requirements for the Patrol Shield. 

2. Regular Members are expected to adhere to all Patrol rules and regulations and to respond on all 
search and rescue missions to which they are called.  Regular Members are also expected, at a 
minimum, to attend all general meetings, training classes and the basic training field programs 
each year. 
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III. GRADUATES - Members are dropped as Regular Members in the fall following their graduation 

from high school.  At that time (or earlier of they leave the area) they are considered to be graduates. 
1. Graduates retain all materials supplied by the Patrol and are welcome to attend any meeting, 

training session, or activity of the Patrol. 
2. Graduates have no command authority.  Occasionally, current team Officers may ask a graduate 

to run a field team or assist in some operation.  If they respond, they hold the equivalent rank of a 
Regular Member. 

3. Graduates may also be asked to assist in some training program in which they have a special 
interest or ability.  Graduates who are in the area may wish to be more active by becoming a 
member of the Graduate Reserve or hold a Warrant position.   

4. Graduates serve at the pleasure of the Chief. 
 

IV. WARRANTS – These positions are as a result of the vital role that Graduate Members play in the 

day-to-day operations of the Patrol as well as the need to recognize and identify Graduate Members 
who make full-time contributions. 

1. Members who have successfully completed their shield requirements and graduate in good 
standing will be eligible to apply for Warrant status.  Warrants will hold no command function, 
but will be recognized through collar insignia and will be treated with the same respect accorded 
to other full-time members of the Patrol.  They will serve a specific function within the 
organization. 

2. Graduate Members meeting the above requirements will make written application to the Chief 
and the Board of Officers on a standard application form.  Included with this application will be 
proposed areas of contribution, length and type of service since graduation, and any proposals 
for the improvement of Patrol operations.  Consideration will be given in accordance with the 
Graduate Member’s willingness to participate and current needs of the Patrol. 

3. Acceptance of applications rests with the Chief who will then forward recommendations to the 
Board of Directors for their approval.  After acceptance, the application will be added to the 
Warrant member’s file and the Warrant will be placed on the mobilization sheet. 

4. Graduate Members who are not accepted as Warrants, or who are unable to commit sufficient 
time to daily operations, may be placed on a Reserve Graduate list.  This list will include past 
members who have a specialty not relating to daily operations, or who are in town for a limited 
time and are willing to participate in activities while in town.  The Reserve list will be posted at 
Headquarters and made available to Officers and Coordinators.  It will be updated as needed. 

5. Reserve Graduates are welcome at Patrol activities, provided they are willing to actively 
participate.  They hold no command function and serve at the pleasure of the Chief or the Officer 
in charge.  They are expected to defer to other members of the Patrol in matters of conflict and 
will abide by all Patrol policies.  Reserve Graduates will be called for missions when requested by 
the coordinator.  They are expected to advise the Chief or his designee when they are no longer 
available. 

6. Length of service as a Reserve Graduate may be considered in Warrant applications.  While not 
required, it is strongly recommended that Warrant applicants put in a minimum of one year of 
service as a Reserve prior to acceptance as a Warrant. 

7. Reserves may be removed by the Chief, or his designee, for violations of Patrol policies or for 
inactivity. 

8. For purposes of insurance, Warrants will be covered by the Patrol as any other full-time member.  
Reserves will be expected to contribute any costs of their membership to the team unless 
specifically waived by the Board of Directors. 

9. Warrants will be subject to the same policies as Regular Members, including, but not limited to 
disciplinary procedures. 

 

V. SPECIAL RECOGNITION OF MEMBERS 
1. Commendations are placed in member files for exceptional service to victims at the scene of an 

emergency or to the Patrol.  In addition, there are two special awards that may be presented to 
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members.  Any member of the Patrol may recommend a Member, Graduate, Associate, Warrant, 
or Director for these awards.  They should involve a specific incident rather than long term 
service.  These awards can only be approved and presented by the Board of Directors. 
a. The Award of Merit - For a member who goes beyond the expected norms of duty or who 

performs an exceptional and/or outstanding act of service at any time. 
b. The Stan Bush Award of Exceptional Merit - Including the above, but also involving the 

saving of a life in the performance of service at any time.  
c. These awards may be presented for actions performed at any time and not just during a 

Patrol activity. 
2. The person making the recommendation will write up the incident with as much detail as 

possible - including the names of witnesses - and submit it to the Chief.  The recommendation 
will then be presented to the Board of Directors for consideration. 
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4.3 -  MEMBER STATUS 

I. INACTIVE - Normally, members remain active until the fall following their senior year.  There are 

reasons, however, for a member to become inactive before graduating.  They may have too many 
conflicts with other activities, school studies, or some other problem. 

1. Members who find they do not have enough time to adequately serve the Patrol may request 
inactive status from the Board of Officers. 

2. Inactive status may be granted if the member was active prior to making such a request and still 
maintains a high degree of interest in the Patrol.  The Board of Officers makes the final decision 
with the approval of the Chief. 

3. Inactive members will not be called for field missions or in town activities.  They also are not 
permitted to participate with any of the special teams. 

4. Inactive members may request that their status be reactivated at any time, if approved by the 
Board of Officers and the Chief. 

 

II. RESIGNED - Occasionally, some members decide the Patrol is not for them or they have insufficient 

time to devote to the Patrol.  If this is the case, they may wish to resign. 
1. A member may resign in good faith by submitting a letter of resignation to the Senior Officer.  

The member should indicate the reason for the resignation - being very specific.  If the desire to 
resign is because of some problem in the Patrol it should be reported in the letter. 

2. Along with the letter of resignation, the member should turn in all equipment issued by the 
Patrol and all identification as noted in the Team Uniforms, Apparel, Identification, and Insignia 
policy. 

3. Only then will the Board of Officers consider the request.  The Officers may choose to secure 
more information regarding the resignation - particularly if problems in the Patrol are 
mentioned. 

4. The Board of Officers will then make one of the following decisions: 
a. Accept the resignation - allowing the member to resign in good standing.  In this case the 

member may be permitted to retain all Patrol equipment and identification pending 
approval by the Chief. 

b. Accept the resignation NOT in good standing.  All equipment and identification will be 
turned in and retained by the Patrol. 

c. Consider a motion of dismissal and refuse the resignation - if problems exist.  This action will 
then be forwarded to the Board of Directors based on the Disciplinary Policy stated in this 
Handbook. 

d. If a member resigns in lieu of dismissal, the final disposition shall be approved or amended 
as necessary by the Board of Directors. 

5. A member who has resigned in good standing may apply for readmission by writing the Board of 
Officers.  The Board of Officers may approve or reject such an application, subject to review by 
the Chief. 

6. Actions where the Board of Officers selects either resignation not in good standing or dismissal 
may be appealed to the Board of Directors by the member involved.  However, actions and 
decisions by the Board of Directors are final with no further appeal possible. 

 

III. DISMISSED - Probationary Members and Regular Members may be removed from the Patrol by the 

Board of Directors following the Disciplinary Procedure outlined further in the Policies and Procedures 
section of the Handbook. 

1. Probationary Members may be dismissed by the Chief, without action being required by the 
Board of Directors. 
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5 -   POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

5.1 -  MEMBER CONDUCT 

SUMMARY  
Conduct of a member should be the same whether in or out of uniform.  After a member has been 
with the patrol for a time the member will be readily identified by the community as a member of the 
patrol. 

Over a period of years the patrol has developed a number of regulations.  All were developed based 
on experience.  Read them very carefully.  Members are expected to follow them. 

I. REVISIONS  
1. Revision of these rules and regulations is a continuous process.   
2. The following procedures are used to change them: 

a. Proposed changes must be written and presented to the Board of Officers. 
b. The Officers discuss and review the proposed changes and then present them to the 

members for discussion. 
c. In final form the proposed changes are forwarded through the Chief or his designee to the 

Board of Directors. 
d. The Board may approve, deny, or send the proposal back for further discussion. 
e. Changes may also be generated by a Director and presented to the Board. 

 

II. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY POLICY 
1. The Arapahoe Rescue Patrol, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  By adoption of this policy 

statement the Patrol affirms its intent to comply with appropriate federal laws and state statutes 
regarding non-discrimination in membership. 

2. Discrimination against any person in recruiting, probationary status, examinations, classification, 
training, promotion, retention, assignment of duties, granting of rights or benefits, membership 
status or any other personal action because of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or other 
non-merit factors is prohibited. 

3. Members of the Patrol shall not be part of any action that appears to discriminate against any 
person, nor will discriminatory comments against any person be tolerated. 

 

III. RULES  AND REGULATIONS 
1. Grooming 

a. Members must always appear neat and well groomed.  Hair style and color should be in 
agreement with acceptable business world standards (trimmed and styled). If there is any 
question as to what would be considered “acceptable,” members should always err on the 
side of conservative. The Chief will have the final say in what is acceptable. 

b. Any facial hair must be neatly trimmed and appear well groomed and professional. 
Otherwise, a clean shaven appearance is expected. 

c. Any member in uniform or acting in an “on-duty” capacity shall not adorn their face with 
jewelry and tattoos must be concealed.    

d. The only earrings allowed will be studs.  No other facial piercing will be allowed. 
 

2. Standards of Behavior 
a. Tobacco  

(1) The Patrol discourages the use of tobacco products by any of its members.   
(2) No member of the Patrol under the age of 18 shall be permitted to possess or use any 

tobacco product while in uniform, or while serving on a Patrol function.  Further, no one, 
regardless of position, shall use any tobacco products in any Patrol vehicle, meeting or 
physical facility.   

(3) Adult members who use tobacco products should do so responsibly, in a manner and 
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place which will not discredit the public image of the Patrol, set a poor example for non-
adult members, nor infringe on the rights of non-users. 

b. Alcohol and Illicit Drugs 
(1) The consumption of alcohol and the use of illicit drugs, or any medication that adversely 

affects performance while members are in uniform or on a Patrol activity is prohibited.  
Members arriving for any Patrol activity who are suspected of being under the influence 
of alcohol or other drugs will be prohibited from participating.  Every effort will be made 
to release such member to the care of a parent or responsible person. 

(2) Incidents which may lead to an investigation include, but are not limited to: 
(a) A traffic accident or injury to a member or another person where there is a 

reasonable suspicion that the member has violated this policy 
(b) A marked and noticeable change in a member’s performance, combined with a 

reasonable suspicion that the member has violated this policy. 
(c) The member shows signs of the physical symptoms of drug or alcohol use, such as:  

glassy or bloodshot eyes, odor of alcohol on the member’s breath, slurred speech, 
poor coordination and/or reflexes. 

(d) The member is observed taking drugs or consuming alcohol while on a Patrol 
function. 

(e) An allegation of a violation of this section from any source which warrants further 
investigation. 

c. Profanity is NOT permitted at any time. 
d. Members involved in any specific problem with school officials, law enforcement Officers, or 

receiving a traffic citation must advise their Team Officer and the Chief within 24 hours.  
e. If a member disagrees with a direct order given, the member must obey the order, and 

complain about it later.  This places the member in the position of having fulfilled 
instructions and the complaint will certainly be heard.  The member MUST obey the order 
unless the member believes it is hazardous to health or life. 
 

3. Equipment 
a. Generally, Patrol equipment or personal equipment involved in Patrol training or other 

operations may not be loaned to other rescue groups, organizations, or non-members.  It 
must remain available for use by the Patrol. 

b. *** NO MEMBER of the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol may use red lights, blue lights, flashing 
lights of any color, roof mounted lights, or sirens on a personal vehicle unless the following 
conditions are met: 
(1) The individual is a Director, Graduate, or Associate 
(2) Specific authority has been given by the Board of Directors 
(3) Patrol emergency driving requirements have been met 
(4) All legal requirements have been met 

c. Blinking warning lights may be used at the scene of an emergency only after the vehicle has 
come to a stop.  NO exceptions will be made to this policy.  

d. Any member under the age of 21 will not carry firearms at any time. 
 

4. Attendance 
a. General meetings and other meetings and training activities that are noted as required 

meetings are REQUIRED FOR ALL MEMBERS.  If a member will be out of town, or will miss 
a required meeting for any reason the member’s Officer and the Senior Officer will be 
advised. 

b. If a member is out of town, or unavailable for more than one day their Officer must be 
advised.  If the Officers are not available, call up the Command Structure until a Senior 
Officer or the Chief has been advised. 

c. Attendance at searches is considered a required activity once a member has been notified.   
 

5. Affiliations 
a. No member may belong to any other emergency service unit, rescue group, communications 

unit, or organization where there might be a conflict with Patrol activities or Patrol missions. 
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5.2 -  SEXUAL HARASSMENT POLICY 

I. GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. Sexual harassment on any Patrol activity is unacceptable and will not be tolerated.  All members, 

whether Officers, Regular Members, Probationary Members, Graduates, Warrants, Associates, or 
Directors are prohibited from engaging in any behavior or conduct toward any other member(s) 
when such behavior or conduct would constitute sexual harassment. 

2. Sexual harassment of members by non-members is also prohibited. 
3. Conduct of this type is improper if: 

a. Submission to the conduct is either an explicit or implicit term or condition of membership. 
b. Submission to or rejection of the conduct is used as a basis for membership decisions 

affecting the members involved. 
c. The conduct has the purpose or effect of interfering with the members work performance or 

environment. 
4. Sexual harassment does not refer to occasional compliments of a socially acceptable nature.  It 

refers to behavior that is not welcome, which is personally intimidating, hostile, or offensive. 
5. Appropriate Officer, Command Staff, or advisory personnel shall take prompt corrective action 

when they become aware of sexual harassment.  Such actions may include discipline (using 
Patrol policies) up to and including expulsion of the offending member by the Board of Directors. 

6. Members who feel they are experiencing or have been a victim of sexual harassment shall make 
all reasonable efforts to: 
a. Clearly inform the offending member, members, or non-members that the act or behavior is 

offensive and unwelcome and should be stopped immediately. 
b. Keep a written record of where and when the incident(s) took place and who was involved.   
c. Promptly report the complaint, in writing whenever possible, to one of the following people: 

Team Officer, Command Staff, Senior Officer, Chief, or Assistant Chief.  If the Chief is the 
alleged harasser, the President will be notified.  The President will then notify the Board of 
Directors and call for an investigation. 

7. Members are encouraged, but not required, to follow the chain of command in reporting alleged 
sexual harassment.  The member may notify any of the above listed personnel who are not 
alleged to be a part of the sexual harassment. 

 

II. ENFORCEMENT 
1. All reports of sexual harassment will be investigated.   

a. Any one of the above members who becomes aware of alleged sexual harassment is required 
to notify the Chief of the allegation.   

b. The Chief will then investigate, or cause to be investigated, every complaint. 
2. Any incident that appears to be criminal in nature will be turned over to the proper law 

enforcement authorities.   
3. A written report of every sexual harassment allegation and/or investigation, with the outcome, 

will be presented to the Board of Directors at its next regular meeting. 
 

III. INVESTIGATION 
1. In determining whether the alleged act(s) or conduct constitutes sexual harassment, the 

designated investigators shall consider all of the facts as a whole and the totality of the 
circumstances, such as the nature of the reported sexual harassment, and the context in which 
the reported harassment occurred. 

2. If the case appears unclear, the Chief may ask for an Internal Affairs investigation through the 
Board of Directors. 
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3. If sexual harassment is found to exist, or to have occurred, appropriate command personnel shall 
take prompt corrective action.  Such action may include disciplinary action up to and including 
suspension, pending expulsion by the Board of Directors.  No time maximums exist, while 
waiting for the next meeting of the Board. 

4. If a complaint is found to be of insufficient merit, all involved parties will be so notified.  Any 
finding that sexual harassment has occurred may be appealed to the Board of Directors, as well 
as a motion to overturn the decision that no harassment took place. 

5. The total investigation should be completed within 30 days, but time is not a limitation on the 
completeness and accuracy of the action.  All parties involved should be notified of any outcome 
pending final action by the Board of Directors. 

6. If an investigation indicates incidents or actions that appear to be of a criminal nature all Patrol 
actions will be directed in support of the criminal investigation.  In such cases the appropriate 
law enforcement personnel WILL be advised. 
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5.3 -  DISCIPLINARY POLICY  

SUMMARY  
Many specific details are noted here.  They are NOT intended to place an extreme number of limitations 
on members, but are meant to identify particular areas that might be problematic.  They are also 
presented as a result of past experience.  The Patrol’s reputation must be considered - as well as its 
mission and, although most members go through their entire Patrol career without major problems, a 
specific procedure is established to handle problems that may occur. 

1. Minor problems should be handled with the Basic Problem Resolution Policy (below). 
2. The Board of Directors of the corporation is the final authority relating to any problems in the 

Patrol.  Officers may make recommendations and take actions as noted below, however they 
cannot take final action nor can they levy fines or penalties, other punishments, or restrictions 
beyond requiring that members follow the rules and regulations in this Handbook. 

3. Any member of the Patrol identifying a problem relating to the rules and regulations should 
attempt to resolve the problem.  If it cannot be resolved, it should be brought to the attention of 
an Officer. 

 

I. BASIC PROBLEM RESOLUTION POLICY 
1. It is the Policy of the Patrol not to ignore any complaint that might arise.  The important thing is 

to bring the problem out in the open in order to resolve it. 
2. Chain of Command 

a. First, the problem should be taken to the member’s Team Officer. 
b. If not resolved at that level, the Command Staff should be advised. 
c. Next, the Senior Officer should be advised. 
d. Next, the Chief should be advised if resolution has not been achieved. 
e. The Board of Directors has the final say in any matter.  Once they have decided an issue, it is 

settled. 
3. Steps to Resolve a Problem 

a. If a complaint involves any Officer, the complaint process should by-pass that Officer to the 
next highest-ranking Officer. 

b. The problem should be handled privately, carefully, and in a natural manner, gathering as 
much information as possible about the incident.  Remember, at the time of an incident, 
temper and tension may interfere with accurate data collection. 

c. The parties involved should meet and attempt to resolve the problem. 
 

II. SPECIFIC RESOLUTION PROCEDURES 
1. Interview those involved.  Keep careful written notes.  Immediate action should only be taken if 

the incident involves a public display that could affect a mission or the Patrol’s reputation, OR if 
life and/or safety are involved. 

2. Meet with the parties involved and attempt to resolve the problem. 
3. If it can be resolved, no further action may be necessary.  It is the option of the Officer as to 

whether a report should be placed in the files of the members involved.  Command Staff and the 
Chief should be advised of the resolution. 

4. If the problem cannot be resolved, the Officer will prepare a written report and present it to the 
Senior Officer and the Chief within 48 hours.  A hearing will then be held with the parties 
involved and those parties the Chief and Senior Officer wish to be present.  After the hearing, the 
Command Staff may make one of the following decisions: 
a. Give specific recommendations for solving the problem. 
b. Restrict the activity of the member(s) not to exceed 30 days. 
c. Order additional requirements of the member(s) such as taking a retest over the Handbook, 

or certain portions of it, participating in certain training, etc. 
d. Recommend suspension of the member(s).  In all such cases the Senior Officer will present a 

written report to the Chief within 48 hours.  The Chief may accept or reject the proposed 
suspension.  Officers may appeal the Chief’s decision to the Board of Directors.  No 
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suspension may be for more than three months. 
e. Recommend dismissal.  In such cases the Senior Officer will present a written report to the 

Chief within 48 hours.   
5. Board Review 

a. The Chief has the authority to suspend any member for action or non-action pending 
consideration by the Board of Directors.   

b. The Chief will arrange a hearing before the Board of Directors.  The hearing will give the 
accused member(s) every right to be heard - either in person, by letter, or by representative 
and to present any materials the member deems necessary. 

c. The hearing shall include the members of the Board of Directors, members of the Board of 
Officers, and others they wish to have present.  Directors will hear the case, review all of the 
information and may then meet in closed session to discuss the matter.  They will determine 
who shall be present in the closed session.   

d. They will then reopen the hearing to present their decisions and findings.  The Board will 
hear the case whether the accused wishes to be present or not.  Final determination of the 
extent of disciplinary action to be taken will be based on the following three principles: 
(1) Severity of the offense 
(2) Frequency of occurrence 
(3) Attitude, honesty, and sincerity of the accused in correcting deficiencies or complying 

with regulations 
e. The Board of Directors may take any one of the actions below.  The decision of the Board of 

Directors is final. 
(1) Oral reprimand 
(2) Written reprimand 
(3) Temporary suspension or other limitation 
(4) Reduction in rank or reduction to Probationary Member status 
(5) Exoneration of the individual 
(6) Dismissal from the Patrol 

f. The Board will also indicate to the Command Staff any changes in operations that should be 
implemented to prevent a similar problem in the future, if they wish. 

 

III. CONDITIONS THAT REQUIRE DISCIPLINARY ACTION 
1. Refusal to participate in a mission or in-town call without a valid reason. 
2. Refusal to execute a specific order from an Officer or a member serving in a delegated command 

position. 
3. Trouble with the authorities - school or law enforcement - resulting in disciplinary, corrective, or 

court action. 
4. Lack of probation completion - if a Probationary Member is not approved by the Board of 

Officers at the end of the member’s six-month probationary period. 
5. Violations of other regulations in the Handbook that could seriously affect the health, welfare, or 

safety of members and/or the reputation of the Patrol. 
6. Neglect of duty - leaving a post without being relieved or not successfully completing an assigned 

task. 
7. Disorderly conduct - either during a Patrol activity or in such a manner that it reflects negatively 

on the Patrol. 
8. Disrespect or insolence towards Directors, Associates, Officers, members, other groups, or 

citizens - either verbally or by silent contempt. 
9. Willful maltreatment of any person. 
10. Falsification of reports or issuing false reports, statements, or calls. 
11. Improper political activity, i.e. campaigning while in uniform. 
12. Reckless handling of Patrol and/or other property and equipment. 
13. Improper activity, or inactivity, that could lead to legal action and/or affect the reputation of the 

Patrol. 
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5.4 -  DRIVING AND TEAM VEHICLE POLICY 
(ADOPTED: October 25, 2015) 

SUMMARY  
Vehicles owned and operated by the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol shall be readily available for emergency 
response to any request for services as determined by the team’s On-Call coordinator.  If a team vehicle 
will be out-of-service (OOS) for any reason or any time period, the team’s On-Call staff and Chief staff 
must be notified promptly for alternative planning if needed. 
 

The following team vehicle policies and guidelines pertain to the Vehicle Supervisor, the Team Vehicle 
Officer in Charge, and to individual drivers on team vehicles. Additionally, the policy pertains to all 
Patrol Vehicles (hereafter also referred to as “Patrol vehicles” or “team vehicles”) up to and including 
rescue trucks, utility trucks, passenger transport trucks, off-highway vehicles (OHVs), and trailers. 
Specific policies and procedures pertaining to REHAB 12 can be referenced in the Littleon Fire Rescue 
Rehab 12 (LFRH12) section of the handbook. 
 

I. QUALIFICATIONS & RESPONSIBILITIES - (Current Positions to be listed on the most up-

to-date mobilization sheet as “Vehicle Supervisor”, ”81 OIC”,  “86 OIC”, etc.) 
 

1. VEHICLE SUPERVISOR – A senior member of the organization, as designated by the Chief, who 
will be the official liaison to the Officer in Charge of each vehicle.  
a. Is currently “checked out” to drive and instruct on all Patrol vehicles 
b. Possesses a current and valid Colorado driver’s license 
c. Is currently registered as a team vehicle driver with the Patrol’s automobile insurance 

provider 
d. Maintains a clean driving record as determined by the Chief staff and/or Board of Directors 
e. Grants the authority to others to be team vehicle driving instructors in order to assist with 

the initial and on-going training on team vehicles 
f. Is familiar with the policies and procedures for team trucks so as to be able to instruct new 

drivers on current team practices (e.g. D4H usage, Vehicle Trip Ticket usage, Truck pre-trip / 
post-trip) 

g. Personally delivers, or causes to be delivered, the team’s basic defensive driving class taught 
during SAR academy for new members 

h. Personally delivers, or causes to be delivered, the “driver training classroom” portion and 
the “cone course” / “field driver training” portions of team truck driver training 

i. Monitors team fuel card usage on a monthly basis and is responsible for updating authorized 
users (including PINs) 

j. Maintains and keeps records on all Patrol vehicles using the filing system at HQ and/or 
through the use of D4H 

k. Maintains overall team vehicle maintenance records in files at headquarters 

 
2. TEAM VEHICLE OFFICER IN CHARGE (OIC) 

a. Is currently “checked out” to drive the vehicle for which they are in-charge 
b. Possesses a current and valid Colorado driver’s license 
c. Is currently registered as a team vehicle driver with the Patrol’s automobile insurance 

provider 
d. Maintains a clean driving record as determined by the VEHICLE SUPERVISOR and/or Chief 

Staff 
e. Conducts bi-monthly vehicle inspections and shall report all problems to the VEHICLE 

SUPERVISOR 
f. Maintains and updates the team vehicle binder (trip tickets, current vehicle insurance card, 

vehicle registration card, current mob sheets, mission paperwork, etc.)  
g. Ensures (while working in conjunction with individual TEAM VEHICLE DRIVERS) regular 

vehicle cleansing of interior and exterior surfaces 
h. Creates and maintains an inventory of all of the equipment stored in their assigned vehicle.  

Equipment will be stored in designated areas in the vehicle and equipment lists will be 
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maintained in each storage area and in the vehicle binder.  The OIC will insure an inventory of 
their assigned vehicle is conducted prior to the monthly General meeting and will promptly 
report any missing equipment to the Chief or VEHICLE SUPERVISOR. 

 
3.  TEAM VEHICLE DRIVER 

a. Is currently checked out to drive individual team vehicles. 
b. Possesses a current and valid Colorado driver’s license 
c. Is currently registered as a team vehicle driver with the Patrol’s automobile insurance 

provider 
d. Maintains a clean driving record as determined by the VEHICLE SUPERVISOR and/or Chief 

Staff 
e. Conducts pre-trip AND post-trip vehicle inspections every time a team vehicle leaves 

headquarters 
f. Immediately notifies the VEHICLE SUPERVISOR via telephone (i.e. voice-to-voice) anytime 

vehicle maintenance is in need of completion in addition to filling out a vehicle maintenance 
request 

g. Immediately notifies the VEHICLE SUPERVISOR and Chief by telephone (i.e. voice-to-voice) 
anytime there is damage caused to a team vehicle 

 

II. GENERAL VEHICLE GUIDELINES 
1. All members who drive Patrol or personal vehicles on Patrol activities must meet the following 

requirements: 
a. Possess a valid Colorado driver’s license 
b. Successfully complete the Patrol defensive driving course 
c. Maintain proof of insurance in the vehicle – subject to inspection at any time 
d. Maintain a safe vehicle 
e. Provide a driving history report when requested by a member of the Board of Directors, the 

Chief or the Vehicle Supervisor at any time to verify a driver’s number of tickets, driving 
complaints, etc. 

2. The driver of a vehicle on Patrol business or a mission is totally responsible for the conduct of 
others in the vehicle. 

3. Under no circumstances will members pick up hitchhikers at any time they are involved in a Patrol 
activity. 

4. Any member receiving a traffic citation MUST report it to the Chief within 24 hours. 
5. No member will be allowed to drive with the Patrol if the member’s license has been suspended 

and reinstated until the member appeals to the Chief for the privilege. Upon such an appeal, the 
member involved will have to meet with a person designated by the Chief to take whatever written 
and/or driving test the Chief requires. If these are acceptable, the member will again be permitted 
to drive on Patrol activities. 

6. When convoying, vehicle headlights shall be on. Cars should be separated so there is room for 
other drivers to pass easily through the convoy. Avoid sudden stops whenever possible. 

7. Top speed limit for any convoy is the posted speed limit – weather and road conditions permitting.  
8. All team vehicles are equipped with a minimum of two green traffic vests. Anytime a member is 

outside of the vehicle assisting on the scene of an incident at or near traffic, the traffic vests must 
be utilized. 

 

III. PATROL VEHICLES 
1. GENERAL POLICIES 

a. Only approved personnel are permitted to drive Patrol vehicles. 
b. On Call authority is necessary for taking a truck from Headquarters. If the vehicle is going to be 

gone and not available by radio, the On-Call must be notified as to its location. 
(1) The driver shall also be responsible for sending a “trucks out” notification page via the 

team paging system. 
c. The person driving the vehicle shall be responsible for refueling the vehicle, if required, 

before the unit returns to service. 
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d. The location of each vehicle will be logged on the vehicle check out board at Headquarters 
located in the Officers office. The log shall also include the activity and name of the driver. 

e. The person driving the vehicle will be totally responsible for the vehicle and all Patrol 
equipment contained in or checked out from the vehicle. 

f. Regular vehicle checks will be made under the supervision and direction of the VEHICLE 
SUPERVISOR. 

g. Vehicle keys will be located as follows: 
(1) The Chief 
(2) Equipment Supervisor and/or Vehicle Supervisor 
(3) In the communications cabinet 
(4) Other locations considered appropriate by the Equipment Supervisor and/or Vehicle 

Supervisor 
h. Maintenance of the vehicles will be completed under the authority of the Equipment 

Supervisor and/or Vehicle Supervisor.  The Supervisor will also be in charge of all repairs 
and will supervise driver training and all vehicle operations. 

i. Expenses incurred on Patrol missions and training activities will be reimbursed from Patrol 
funds or paid by Patrol credit cards and Patrol fuel cards. 
(1) Those paying expenses out of their own pocket may submit a paid receipt to the Chief 

for reimbursement. If a receipt is not presented, the Patrol will not reimburse the person 
for the expenses. 

j. No one will be permitted to ride on the outside of a vehicle.  
k. There will only be as many people in the cab of a vehicle as the number of seat belts 

available. Seat belts will be worn at all times when the vehicle is in motion. 
l. NO ONE will be permitted in or on a Patrol vehicle unless they are a member on active duty 

or an authorized member of an emergency team at the site of a mission or a person directly 
related to the mission (i.e. family of the missing person) or the victims themselves. 

m. NO ONE will be permitted to board or leave the vehicle while it is in motion. 
n. If involved in an accident while driving a Patrol vehicle, the driver must notify the Chief and 

Vehicle Supervisor as soon as possible. Make sure a Police report is completed at the scene, 
unless the Police state a report will not be needed. The driver is further responsible for 
obtaining information from the other driver (vehicle ownership, address, license number, 
vehicle description, etc.) The driver should also make a sketch of the accident scene and/or 
take photos if such a device is available (e.g. camera phone). 

o. Any damage to a Patrol vehicle or its contents will be the subject of an investigation. 
p. Whenever practicable, the vehicle driver will utilize another person to assist in backing up a 

vehicle or trailer. 
q. Any Patrol vehicle leaving headquarters should, at minimum, have one (1) 800MHz portable 

radio to monitor the radio channel from which a mission is being run. If not responding on a 
mission, the driver should be monitoring “ARP 800.” 

r. If a vehicle is to be taken OOS for more than 24 hours, all essential gear should be removed 
and placed in “the Cage” or in another rescue truck.  A list of transferred equipment should 
be readily available on the “trucks out” board in headquarters for easy equipment location 
identification. 

 
2. MOTORIZED PATROL VEHICLES 

a. Pre-trip and Post-trip tickets must be filled out for each vehicle (including ATVs and gator) 
for each usage.  This form is available on the ARP Members website under the Forms/Contracts 
section titled “Vehicle Trip Ticket”.   

b. When back at Headquarters, turn off all electrical equipment (radios, lighting controls) and 
shutoff “master electrical cut-off switches” when available. 

c. Connect AC power to vehicle battery tenders so vehicles are always charged and ready for 
use. 

d. Individual fuel cards have been assigned to each vehicle and should only be used for its 
intended unit for tracking purposes. Members are also assigned individual PIN’s for those 
cards and should not share their number with anyone else.  Fuel cards are valid for fueling at 
any fuel station that accepts fleet fuel cards. 
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e. Unless weather or other extenuating circumstances are a factor, vehicles should be washed, 
vacuumed, and restocked after each use. 

f. After a mission, training or event, the driver should evaluate whether or not to refuel. In 
general, to prevent fuel from becoming too old, do not fill up the tank unless it has less than 
3/4 tank. Drivers should also be aware they may need to fuel the truck full if they are 
responding to a mission where a long distance may be driven. 

g. Manually check and assure all exterior doors and cabinets are latched and locked. 
 

3. TRAILERS 
a. Be certain the correct tow ball size is being used for the proper trailer.  Tow balls have been 

assigned to each trailer and should remain inside the trailer at all times when not in use. For 
convenience, they have been marked with the same color painted on the trailer tongue to 
help prevent incorrect coupling.  

b. Trailer tires should be chalked front and back prior to disengaging it from a vehicles tow ball 
and safety chains. 

c. Individual spare fuel cans are assigned to each trailer.  When refueling tow vehicles, spare 
fuel cans should also be refilled and have a fuel stabilizer added at all times. 

d. Interiors of trailers (floor, walls, etc.) should be cleaned where necessary. All equipment 
should be returned to proper locations and stored securely while the unit is in motion so as 
to prevent costly equipment damage. 

e. Exterior doors should be manually checked to assure they are locked. 
 

IV. EMERGENCY DRIVING 
1. Requirements for receiving authorization to equip a personal vehicle with emergency equipment 

are: 
a. The Chief must authorize the owner / operator of the vehicle 
b. The owner / operator must maintain a valid Colorado driver’s license 
c. The vehicle must be in good working order and must meet all State laws regarding a safe 

vehicle 
d. The vehicle must be equipped with emergency lights and a siren within the requirements of 

the Colorado State Statutes 
e. The vehicle must be duly authorized as an Emergency Vehicle by the State of Colorado 

2. The Patrol recognizes the following response codes: 
a. Code 2 – No Lights & Sirens 
b. Code 3 – Lights & Sirens 

(1) The Patrol does NOT recognize a Code 2.5 (i.e. partial lights and/or sirens) response. 
3. Vehicles are to be operated with due regard for all persons using the roadway. 
4. Response Code 3 will, in most cases, be at the discretion of the requesting agency or the Incident 

Commander. Such response must take into consideration the type of call, distance, traffic, and 
road conditions. 

5. When Littleton Base is in operation and vehicles are responding Code 3, the Base operator will 
notify any jurisdiction the emergency run will pass through.  

6. When responding Code 3, vehicles will be driven at a speed that is safe, considering visibility, 
weather, road, light, and traffic conditions. 

7. The Emergency vehicle headlights should be on when responding Code 3. 
8. Emergency vehicles should not follow each other too closely. Other vehicles might be confused 

and pull out before the second vehicle approaches. 
9. Drivers must slow as they enter intersections. They may not enter any intersection in violation of 

a traffic signal without first stopping.  
10. Be aware of pedestrians, especially children, who may run into the street to observe the 

emergency vehicle. 
11. Monitor speed constantly and be aware of stopping distance. The siren can give a false sense of 

security during a Code 3 run and may invite speeds that are unsafe. 
12. The Patrol will not escort any vehicle Code 3 at any time. 
13. Accidents are still the responsibility of the driver, regardless of whether it is a Code 3 run.
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5.5 -  GRADE POLICY 

SUMMARY  
Good school grades are vital.  A member not doing well in school will be under pressure from parents 
or guardians as well as school authorities.  A member with low or failing grades cannot afford to take 
the time to participate in Patrol activities.  The Patrol does NOT believe that Patrol activities can 
interfere with members’ education.  Thus, the grade policy is strict.  Study it carefully -- it will be 
followed specifically. 

I. GRADING POLICY 
1. Grading periods vary.  However, all schools are on the semester system with one semester in the 

fall to about Christmas vacation and the second in the spring. 
2. All members will turn in their grades after the first nine weeks of each semester and, again, at the 

end of the semester. 
3. If a member has two D’s or one F in any subjects, the member will be placed on suspension for 

the next nine weeks to concentrate on schoolwork. 
a. If, at the end of the next nine weeks, the member still has two D’s or one F in any subjects the 

member’s status will be discussed by the Board of Officers. 
b. The Board of Officers will recommend the dismissal of the member unless there are 

extenuating circumstances the Board of Officers believe adequate to extend the suspension 
for another nine weeks. 

c. The Board of Directors will be the final authority on whether the member remains in the 
Patrol or is dismissed. 

d. Restrictive suspension at the end of the school year will become effective when the member 
re-enters school for fall classes, pending a meeting with the Chief and Senior Officer. 

e. The term “suspension” means the member will participate in NO meetings, activities, 
training sessions, missions, or other Patrol functions during the duration of the suspension. 

4. Those failing to turn in their grades as required will be treated as having two F’s and the 
suspension will be instituted as noted above. 

5. Parents may request the Patrol Officers to place a member on restricted activity if the Chief is 
advised in writing.  The extent of such restriction will be worked out between the parents and 
the Chief. 

6. Help is available for any member having trouble in school.  The first step should be to contact a 
team Officer or a member of the Command Staff before the member gets into grade problems.  
Many of the Officers and members are willing to tutor members who are having problems with 
their schoolwork. 
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5.6 -  HEADQUARTERS POLICY 
(Revised: October 27, 2004) 

SUMMARY  
The Patrol has two offices and a storeroom [the “Cage”] in the East wing of Fire Station #12 at 6529 
South Broadway.  This area serves as Patrol Headquarters; however it does not belong to the Patrol.  
This facility also serves as a full service fire station and contains the Alternate Emergency Operations 
Center for the City of Littleton.  In order for the Patrol to use this facility certain rules are necessary. 

I. POLICIES 
1. Members are not to drive or park in the station driveway.  Directors, Chiefs, and Command Staff 

may park in the marked spaces on the South side and at the West end of the lot.  Members 
arriving for meetings should park in the shopping center on the East and use the traffic light to 
cross Broadway.   

2. Headquarters must be kept clean at all times.  The Senior Officer present is responsible for 
making sure the facility is cleaned before members leave after a meeting, training session, or 
mission.  This includes emptying trash bags in the dumpster, picking up papers, and realigning 
tables and chairs. 
a. NO paper, trash, food, pop cans, or other materials are to be left on tables or desks.  Food 

may be stored in the refrigerator but must be removed when members leave.  NO food will 
be left overnight in the refrigerator.   

b. NO personal gear will be left at Headquarters after meetings or missions. 
3. The Emergency Operations Center will be used by Officers to work the base radios during a 

mission and certain members may be designated to assist them. Otherwise it will be kept locked. 
4. During a mission it is possible that news media, city officials, state officials or other persons may 

enter Headquarters to provide or request information.  Thus, Headquarters must be kept clean 
and neat at all times. 

5. Remember, this is a fire station.  Members will not go into the truck bay unless they have 
business with the fire fighters.  In bad weather, packs may be placed in the hall between the 
training room and the truck bay. 

6. Headquarters may be staffed for all emergency operations in our primary response area.  Chiefs 
or Officers will determine the need for staffing when the Patrol is assisting some outside search 
team - i.e. Crestone, Vail, etc. 

7. NO long distance calls will be placed from Headquarters.  Use cell phones or the Patrol credit 
card for such calls. 

8. The first Officer in Headquarters should start the radio log, start the response roster, and put the 
base radio in service.  A separate Headquarters log is no longer kept. 

9. The Senior Officer present will be the last to leave Headquarters or will designate another Officer 
to close.  There must be someone responsible for closing and locking Headquarters each time it is 
in use. 

10. Restroom facilities are available.  Members are responsible for keeping them clean. 
11. The “Cage” is the equipment room for the Patrol.  Access is restricted to Directors, Chiefs, and 

Officers.  Exceptions during work sessions and missions will be approved by a Chief or Officer.  
No equipment will go out of the Cage unless it is logged out. 

12. Do not use the police, fire, or public service radios unless you are told what to do during an 
activation of the Emergency Operations Center. 

13. Do not use Patrol equipment in Headquarters - radios, computers, copier, fax, etc. unless you are 
properly trained and authorized to do so. 

14. Remember, this is Patrol Headquarters AND a city facility.  Be careful and treat it with respect.  
NEVER “horse around” in Headquarters.
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5.7 -  RESPONSE POLICY 

 
I. GENERAL 

1. The prime consideration must be the personal safety of the members of the Patrol and the victim.  
Members must always respond and function with this foremost in mind. 

2. The Patrol will not respond without a request from a duly constituted authority responsible for a 
mission (i.e. law enforcement, fire department, Colorado Search and Rescue Board, etc.).  
Further, the Patrol will work under the direction of the proper authority and in a manner 
approved by such authority. 

3. The Patrol will work under the direction of the Incident Commander and handle whatever 
mission is assigned - provided the Patrol is qualified to accept such a mission. 

4. Members of the Patrol will be self-sufficient in the field for a minimum of 48 hours. 
5. Teams and individuals will be selected for a mission based on need, training, equipment, and 

experience. 
6. The Patrol will respond immediately to a request from a valid source.  Stand by notifications 

should be avoided whenever possible.  It is better to respond and be called back once a find has 
been made, rather than waiting until it is too late. 

7. If a Yellow Alert (stand by) has been sent out to all members, they should prepare for a mission.  
They should not call any Officer or Chief for more details.  Officer phones must be kept open to 
receive either a “Red” response or a “White” cancellation of the mission. 

8. At no time should the member or member’s family or friends call police or fire dispatchers for 
information.  If a member needs more information the members should contact Headquarters -- 
BUT NOT DURING A YELLOW ALERT!!! 

 

II. SCHOOL INCIDENTS - Over the years the Patrol has, generally, had good relations with the 

schools members attend.  Each year the schools are advised of which of their students are in the Patrol.  
The schools are also contacted each spring to advertise the new member meetings.  To maintain good 
relations with the schools the Patrol has the following policies: 

 
1. If an incident occurs at school, the members should offer assistance.  If the assistance is not 

needed, or wanted, the members should leave the area of the incident. 
2. If missions occur during school hours, the members should not leave school unless contacted by 

the Chief, the On Call, or a Patrol Officer who has been contacted by one of these members.  A call 
to the school will be made when a mission is called out.  Members will check out with the school 
office based on the school policy. 

3. If a mission is called before school the parents should notify the school that the member will be 
missing school with the reason why. 

4. After a mission, parents should write a note for admission according to school policy.  If a 
problem occurs, contact the Chief or a Director. 

5. As a general rule, members will not be called from school for fire calls, accidents, or a security 
mission.  There will be an exception for major incidents. 

6. Members should not miss school because they were out all night on a fire or police call unless the 
Chief or a Director approves the absence.   

7. Members must adhere to the Patrol grade policy.  Disrespect for school officials - either in or out 
of uniform - will not be tolerated. 

 

III. SECURITY - At times, members will be asked to provide security at special events, fire scenes, 

crime scenes, or other sites.  Though not very exciting work it is vital - often to preserve the “Chain of 
Evidence” for possible criminal prosecution.  In such cases members must EXACTLY FOLLOW THE 
PROCEDURES NOTED BELOW.  There can be no exceptions - study them carefully: 
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1. ONLY the Chief or an On Call may approve a security activity.  If anyone asks for such assistance 
at the scene of an emergency they must be referred to one of the people noted above.  DO NOT 
ACCEPT A SECURITY ASSIGNMENT WITHOUT SUCH AUTHORIZATION! 

2. The Chief and the On Call must be advised of all security requests. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
3. No security may be held without an Officer or Acting Officer present and in charge at all times. 
4. Any agency requesting a security detail will provide for a communications link between the 

security detail and the requesting agency. 
5. A Security Log will be maintained at all security sites with a copy being turned in to the Chief 

after the security detail is complete. 
6. Once the fire or law enforcement agency releases the scene the security is over.  As a general 

rule, the Patrol does not provide security for private owners or businesses.  The Officer of the 
detail should advise the owner they are departing and may hold the detail a short time (one hour 
or less) until the owner can secure personal security. 

7. NO member will leave their post unless relieved by another member or unless the authorities 
release the scene.  If a relief is late, members on scene WILL wait until they are relieved. 
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5.8 -  LITTLETON FIRE RESCUE REHAB 12 (LFRH12) 

Response Policies, Guidelines and Training 
 (Adopted on:  October 22, 2015) 

SUMMARY 
“REHAB 12” response (LFRH12) is a firefighter support service provided by the Arapahoe Rescue 
Patrol via a mutual aid agreement to Littleton Fire Rescue on all “working incidents” or as a special 
request made to the Patrol. REHAB and other support services may include, but are not limited to: air 
tank filling, basic medical services & vitals, providing food / water to firefighters, scene security, fire 
equipment clean-up (hose rolling, etc), and any other tasks as designated by the on-scene incident 
commander.  At no time will any members of the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol enter any area determined 
to be immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH) by Littleton Fire Rescue. All members will 
remain in a safe area determined by the Incident Commander, i.e. outside the structure, cold zone, 
etc. as the scene dictates.   
 
The REHAB 12 unit is owned, mechanically maintained, and insured by Littleton Fire Rescue and the 
City of Littleton.  Additionally, Littleton Fire Rescue will remain financially responsible for all fuel, 
onboard supplies (water, food, medical equipment, ventilation & lighting equipment, cascade, spare 
Oxygen bottles, etc.). However, it shall be the responsibility of the responding members of the 
Arapahoe Rescue Patrol to clean, re-stock (using the on-shift Battalion Chief’s credit card or other 
form of payment as designated by the on-shift supervisor), and refuel the unit after each response. 
Refueling shall take place only at one of the Littleton Fire Rescue refueling stations using only current 
Department procedures. Generally, refueling will take place at Fire Station 16 or 17. 
 
The following REHAB 12 response policies and guidelines pertain to all Probationary Members, 
Regular Members, Officers, Graduate Members, Associate Members, Members of the Chief staff, and 
Board of Directors staff (hereafter referred to as “member”).  

 
No members are considered to be exempt from the below policies regardless of rank or additional 
training (i.e. firefighter I +, Hazardous Materials Technician +, Emergency Medical Technician +, etc.).  

 
A member of Littleton Fire Rescue will be designated as the official liaison with the Arapahoe Rescue 
Patrol and will have final authority on any Arapahoe Rescue Patrol response and the REHAB 12 
response policy while working in close conjunction with the ARP REHAB 12 Supervisor and the ARP 
REHAB 12 Officer.  

 

I. QUALIFICATIONS 
1. Qualifications for REHAB 12 OPERATOR 

a. Successfully complete all requirements and testing for REHAB 12 training (see “REQUIRED 
TRAINING” later in this section): 
(1) Cascade system operations 
(2) REHAB 12 unit orientation, operations, and maintenance training  

b. Hold CURRENT Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and Wilderness First Aid (WFA) 
certifications (or higher) according to current team standards 

c. Be a CURRENT member of the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol fire team 
 

2. Qualifications for REHAB 12 DRIVER 

a. Complete all of the above OPERATOR requirements, but also: 
(1) Possess a valid Colorado Drivers License 

(a) Maintain a clean driving record as determined by the REHAB 12 supervisor and the 
Chief 

(2) Complete REHAB 12 Driver Training 
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II. REQUIRED TRAINING 
Training will be provided to any member of the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol interested in responding to 
REHAB calls for service from Littleton Fire Rescue during their designated on-call shifts, or as the 
need for additional ARP responders arises.  
 
In order to begin REHAB 12 training, a member must meet all criteria as described above in the 
qualifications sections. 
 
1. The successful REHAB 12 OPERATOR candidate will be required to: 

a. Show proficiencies in the proper use of the Cascade Air System 
b. Show proficiencies in Self-contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) air bottle filling 
c. Attend and successfully complete the classroom and practical portions of the REHAB 12 

Training.  
d. Pass the written and practical test with a combined score of 80% or better. 

 
2. The successful REHAB 12 DRIVER candidate will be required to: 

a. Attend and successfully complete an actual field driver training course in the Littleton area 
as well as a final practical driving test 
(1) The successful candidate will pass the written and practical test with a combined score 

of 80% or better. 
b. Successfully complete a “final checkout” drive and operate on scene of an actual incident 

while under the direct supervision of the REHAB 12 supervisor OR REHAB 12 Officer 
 

III. GENERAL REHAB 12 GUIDELINES 
1. REHAB 12 contains pressurized air tanks, air brakes and complex mechanical pressurized lifting 

systems.  It is important that all DRIVERS and OPERATORS are aware of how these work, what to 
do if they fail, and how to properly and safely use them. 

2. Driving the vehicle requires specialized training to understand how the vehicle differs from 
normal vehicles in its operation and driving capabilities. 

3. The cascade air system requires proper training on filling air bottles for firefighters and filling 
the REHAB 12 unit itself.  Improper filling of either may cause serious injury or death 

4. The standard Patrol uniform will be worn on all REHAB callouts. 
5. Members are authorized to wear bunker gear during REHAB callouts only. However, bunker gear 

that is provided by Littleton Fire Rescue and / or the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol remains the 
property of said agency.  Bunker coats will be professionally labeled with the “Arapahoe Rescue 
Patrol” name.  All bunker gear (to include pants, coat, and boots) shall remain on the truck at all 
times and will not be taken home by any member, nor stored in their personal vehicle.  A 
member choosing to wear bunker gear on scene of a callout must also wear the grey “Arapahoe 
Rescue Patrol” t-shirt to signify their membership with the Patrol. 

6. All mechanical maintenance on REHAB 12 will be performed by Littleton Fire Rescue.  
a. Any requests for repairs, maintenance, etc., should be requested immediately by notifying 

the on-duty Battalion Chief to address the issue expeditiously. The Battalion Chief may 
provide further instructions on additional actions required. 

7. Vehicle Supplies 
a. It is the responsibility of the REHAB 12 Officer, in conjunction with the REHAB 12 

Supervisor, to make sure all supplies (non-perishable food and beverages, etc.) are always 
fully stocked 

b. Stock quantities and item types will be made based on current LFR requests and standards 
c. All supplies will be obtained either through LFR funds by shopping at the nearest grocery 

store, or through direct LFR purchase 
8. Filling air 

a. Filling air tanks requires slow compressing in order to avoid hot loading air tanks 
(1) Hot loading an air tank or REHAB 12’s air tanks may result in injury, tank failure / 

compromise, or death 
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b. The proper procedure for filling air tanks is located in the air compartment of REHAB 12 and 
is also instructed during the air tank class 

9. Response 
a. In general, REHAB 12 response to working incidents is non-emergent (code 2) 

(1) During a rare request for an emergent response, ONLY ARP members having been 
through EVOC may respond with lights and sirens at the direct request from the on-
scene commander and with the authorization of the ARP Chief or their designee. 

b. REHAB 12 shall only respond to an incident when requested.  Only when REHAB 12 is 
specifically requested by Littleton Fire Rescue to respond out of district for a mutual aid 
callout shall it leave the City’s boundaries.  

c. Upon arrival at HQ, either the DRIVER or OPERATOR shall send an ARP page to the “REHAB 
12” group notifying all REHAB responders that the truck is leaving HQ and is en-route to the 
call. 

d. While following current Littleton Fire Rescue radio usage guidelines, the DRIVER or 
OPERATOR shall notify Littleton Fire Rescue Communication Center (LFRCC – i.e. “Control 
1”), on their “channel 1,” that REHAB 12 is responding.  Additionally, dispatch should be 
notified when the unit is “on-scene,”  “back in-service,” and finally, when it has returned to 
Station 12. 
(1) ARP members shall carry, a minimum, of one (1) ARP issued 800MHz radio at all times 

when the REHAB 12 unit is in use. The radio channel to be used will be dictated by 
dispatch and the type of incident (i.e. “channel 1,” “ops 4,” etc.) 

e. Upon arrival at a working incident, the DRIVER will obtain instructions on where to set up 
rehab and follow any other instruction based on scene safety, other duties requiring 
completion, etc.  

f. A minimum of two (2) responders must be on the truck at all times. Due to seatbelt 
restrictions, a maximum of three (3) members shall be in the truck at any given point.  
(1) Additional ARP members may respond in Patrol trucks or personal vehicles as the 

situation predicts 
10. REHAB 12 On-call shift rotation 

a. REHAB 12 DRIVERS and OPERATORS will be assigned an on-call shift according to the 
team’s current practices and will adhere to the published rotation schedule 

b. The DRIVER and OPERATORS are responsible for the days that they agree to 
(1) To maintain an expeditious response, if for any reason the on-call DRIVER or OPERATOR 

cannot respond, the REHAB 12 OFFICER should be notified ASAP so that a replacement 
DRIVER or OPERATOR can be scheduled for the needed timeframe 

 

IV. REHAB 12 RESPONSE DUTIES 
1. REHAB 12 SUPERVISOR  (generally an ARP Division Chief or other adult member as designated 

by the Chief) 
a. The REHAB 12 SUPERVISOR is responsible for the REHAB team in its entirety 
b. The REHAB 12 SUPERVISOR will oversee day-to-day operations and be the primary liaison 

for ARP and Littleton Fire Rescue  
2. REHAB 12 OFFICER 

a. The REHAB 12 OFFICER is responsible for the unit in its entirety to include: 
(1) Supplies 
(2) Maintenance 
(3) Proper air supply 
(4) On-Call shift coverage & scheduling 

3. DRIVER 
a. The DRIVER is responsible for driving REHAB 12 to and from an incident 
b. The DRIVER maintains responsibility for the vehicle itself as well as all equipment contained 

within while under direct control of the Unit from the time it leaves Station 12 all the way 
through its return 

c. “DRIVER” status is an appointed position made by the REHAB SUPERVISOR 
4. OPERATOR 

a. The OPERATOR is the passenger of REHAB 12 
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b. The OPERATOR assists the DRIVER with all requested duties including, but not limited to:  
(1) Vehicle backing assistance 

(a) The DRIVER shall have a backer at all times. If an OPERATOR or other ARP member 
is not available to assist with backing, a DRIVER may also request assistance from a 
Firefighter or Law Enforcement Officer on scene.  

(b) When returning the unit to Fire Station 12, if no backer is available, the Unit may be 
left outside for the Firefighters to back into its bay upon their return to the station.   

c. “OPERATOR” status is an earned position by those successfully completing REHAB training 
as described earlier in this policy. 
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5.9 -  WINTER OPERATIONS 

Membership Policies and Guidelines 
 (Adopted on:  December 17, 2015) 

SUMMARY  
The following winter operations policies and guidelines pertain to all Probationary Members, 
Regular Members, Officers, Graduate Members, Associate Members, Members of the Chief Staff, and 
Board of Directors Staff (hereafter referred to as “member”).  
 
It is the responsibility of the Chief and their appointed staff to ensure that all members who 
participate in winter operations are trained appropriately for the environment in which the 
members will operate.  Also, they must ensure that the members are knowledgeable and understand 
the use of the specialized equipment used during the winter months. 
 
The purpose of this policy is to provide standards that members wishing to participate in winter 
operations training and missions must meet.  Also, this policy will discuss proper winter clothing and 
equipment.  There are many classes and manuals that cover relevant winter operations information 
and every member is encouraged to learn as much as they can on this subject.  These policies and 
guidelines do not cover all winter operations related topics and should not replace common sense.    

 

I. REQUIRED STANDARDS AND POLICIES  
1. To qualify to be on the winter team: 

a. Each member must attend winter operations classroom session, winter operations field 
training and the winter overnight training and pass a written and/or practical exam.    

b. Hold current Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and Wilderness First Aid (WFA) 
certifications (or higher) according to current team standards 

c. Each member must attend and complete the approved introductory avalanche rescue 
training.  

d. Details of each of these training classes can be found in the training sections of this 
handbook. 

2. The designation of a mission as a winter operation is at the discretion of the Chief or their 
designee (ex. On-call Mission Coordinator).  

3. To attend avalanche searches, rescues or recoveries each member must attend the approved 
avalanche rescue training discussed the Avalanche Training section.  

4. All personal vehicles transporting members participating in trainings during winter conditions 
or responding to a winter team mission must be of sound working condition, have appropriate 
tire tread and be safe to operate on mountainous roads during winter conditions.  

5. All members who are deployed into an area where avalanche conditions exist must, at a 
minimum, have on their person the following pieces of equipment: 
a. Functioning avalanche transceiver (beacon) 
b. Collapsible probe pole 
c. Shovel 

6. The Chief will designate an Officer to oversee the winter team.  The duties of the winter team 
Officer are: 
a. Assist the Chief staff in coordinating and implementing the various winter trainings. 
b. Maintain an inventory of all Arapahoe Rescue Patrol owned winter operations equipment 

and ensure the equipment is in good working order.   
c. Keep a list of members who are qualified to be on the winter team.  

 

II. PERSONAL EQUIPMENT: Members may accumulate a fairly extensive amount of personal 

equipment during the time they are active on the team.  The following is a checklist of equipment that is 
recommended for each member to carry.  This is not a complete list and it is recommended that new 
members talk with other more experienced members before they go out and buy an excessive amount 
of gear.  

1. Important things to think about: 
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a. Each member should know their own personal needs for water, food, and warmth.  The 
winter trainings are designed so members become more familiar with their own needs. 

b. If a member does not have the proper equipment, they MUST NOT go out in the field.  
Members must not put themselves and others at risk.  

c. After a training or mission, each member should dry, recheck, and repack their own 
equipment.  

2. Each member is required to carry their “A” Pack with them into the field.  This pack should be 
adequate to carry the extra clothing and equipment one would need to respond to a winter 
mission in addition to their normal equipment. 

3. The Patrol has several sets of snowshoes that are available for members to use.  However, it is 
unlikely that there will be enough team snowshoes for all members participating in a winter 
operation or training.  It is recommended that members acquire a pair of snowshoes.     

4. Recommended General Clothing:   
a. Quality snow boots - many mountaineering boots are adequate for winter use, many are not.  

Check with an appropriate retailer to ensure your boots are adequate for winter conditions. 
b. Gaiters 
c. Quality socks (wool) and sock liners  
d. Long Underwear (wool, polypro, capilene) 
e. Insulations layers (sweater, fleece jacket, wool shirt top and bottoms) 
f. Winter pants 
g. Winter hats 
h. Balaclava 
i. Mittens, gloves, and liners 
j. Eye protection such as sunglasses, avalanche glasses, and/or winter goggles 
k. Windproof/waterproof layer - shell of a winter coat and pants 

5. Layering: Members should layer their clothes.  This allows one to add or remove layers as 
needed.  Layering is one’s best defense against heat loss due to convection, conduction, radiation, 
and evaporation.  Dressing for the mountains is about creating a system.  Layering is a way to 
regulate the body temperature so that a member is comfortable standing around mission base 
for hours or hauling a litter up a steep slope.  It takes practice and, most important, each person 
has his or her own personal temperature comfort range. A member must develop their own 
personal layering system.  Layering techniques may be applied to each part of the body.  
a. Layering techniques involve three basic layers of clothes.  

(1) The Wicking Layer:  This inner layer acts to wick the moisture away from the body to 
keep one dry.  This is the long underwear layer.  The weight of underwear may vary 
dependent on weather conditions and activity. 

(2) The Insulation Layer:  This layer is the layer that insulates one from the cold.  The 
number of garments a member may wear in this layer will vary.  Generally, several 
lightweight insulating layers provide more opportunities for controlling temperature 
then one heavy one, but thickness is what insulates. 

(3) The Windproof/Waterproof Layer:  This layer breaks the wind and rain to keep one 
dry and reduce convective and evaporative heat loss.  Sometimes this layer over light 
clothing is sufficient when a member is doing strenuous activities, or if the weather is 
mild. 
(a) For varying weather conditions, the type and number of layers may be adjusted.  

The goal is to stay slightly cool and dry.  Members should avoid wet willows, mud, 
and bogs.  Members should attempt to not get sweaty.  If one begins to overheat, one 
should stop and strip off a layer.  Wet clothing decreases insulation’s value and 
increases evaporative cooling.  A common mistake a member makes is to begin a 
hike with all of their layers on.  After hiking a short distance, they become 
overheated and sweaty.  Once they are wet it becomes very difficult to stay warm 
later during the operation or training.  It is better to start a hike with a minimum 
amount of winter layers on to prevent overheating.      
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b. Applying the layering technique to each part of the body:  
(1) Feet:  Two layers of socks are recommended.  The first is the wicking layer, the second is 

the main insulation, and the gap between them decreases the chance of getting a blister.  
The first layer is a thin sock, usually made of polypropylene or similar wicking material. 
The second layer is a thick pair of wool, wool blend, or neoprene socks. Boots qualify as 
the third layer. The boots should be of a sturdy ankle-high mountaineering type with 
single piece split leather uppers. Gaiters are also a part of the third layer . These protect 
your legs against abrasion and keep snow and pebbles out of your boots. 

(2) Legs and Torso:  Again the layering is applied with a wicking layer closest to the skin.  
Good materials here are silk, polypropylene, capilene or other wicking synthetics.  For 
the insulation layer the most common materials are polar plus, wool, pile, and down.  
The shell layer usually is made of a breathable weatherproof material such as Gore-Tex.  
Full zip pants, both for the insulation and shell layers, are very desirable.  Pit zips for 
your torso insulation and shell layers are very useful for venting.  Full front zips are the 
best for torso layers.  Sweaters and pullover jackets are less desirable as they are less 
adjustable when conditions change. 

(3) Hands:  Here the layering system consists of thin glove liners usually made of 
polypropylene or silk, and polar plus, down, or wool for the insulation layer.  The shell 
layer usually is made of breathable weatherproof material such as Gore-Tex.  Both the 
insulation and shell layers can be found in mitten and glove style. 

(4) Head:  A thin balaclava is a good wicking layer (fits under the helmet). This layer is 
usually made of silk or polypropylene. A wool or synthetic material hat that covers the 
ears work best for an insulation layer.  The hood from your shell parka completes this 
layering system 
 

III. EQUIPMENT 
1. Minimum Safety Equipment:   All members being deployed during a winter operation must be 

equipped with the following pieces of equipment.  Each member participating in winter 
operations must demonstrate they can use this equipment.     
a. Avalanche transceiver 
b. Collapsible probe pole  
c. Aluminum avalanche shovel 

2. Rescue Equipment:  Winter operations utilize a range of equipment that is also utilized all year 
long.  However, the team has several types of specialized equipment that are used during winter 
operations.  The use of this equipment will be taught and practiced during the winter operations 
field training.   
a. Rigid probe poles 
b. Pickets  
c. Snow flukes 
d. Mountaineering axes 
e. Thompson litter 

 

IV. AVALANCHE BASICS      
1. As discussed in the Winter Operations Training section, members have the opportunity to attend 

and participate in an avalanche rescue training each year.  All members are encouraged to attend 
these courses.  The Alpine Rescue Team provides a very useful instruction on avalanche rescue 
techniques and the use of avalanche transceivers in Part 5, Section 11 and 12 of their Blue Book.  
These sections of the Blue Book are included as an appendix to this handbook.   

2. Each member should have an understanding of the causes and hazards of avalanches.  22qThe 
book Snow Sense, by Jill Fredston and Doug Fesler provides valuable information regarding this 
topic.   
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5.10 -  TEAM UNIFORMS, APPAREL, IDENTIFICATION, AND INSIGNIA 

Purchasing/Usage Policies and Guidelines 
 (Adopted on: 21 April 2016) 

SUMMARY  
The following policies and guidelines pertain to all Probationary Members, Regular Members, Officers, 
Graduate Members, Associate Members, Members of the Chief staff, and Board of Directors Staff (hereafter 
referred to as “member”).  

Any emergency unit must be readily identified in the field.  This enables the unit to quickly spot its 
members and also permits members to pass through Police and Fire lines.  

The Patrol insignia shall always be worn or used with the respect it is due, in a manner which reflects the 
pride of membership which has characterized the team since its beginning.1  

No member will participate in ANY mission or observed emergency without proper identification unless it 
is an extreme life-threatening incident. 

The purposes of the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol insignia are to identify team and personal vehicles, team 
equipment, and team members to and identify official publications, materials, and correspondence of the 
team. 

The insignia may be rendered on team equipment, team and personal vehicles, team apparel, patches, 
decals, lapel pins, letterheads, or other mediums as required. Items displaying the team insignia may not be 
sold or given to individuals and/or organizations which are not affiliated with the team.  The team’s 
insignia, logos, and images may be used on official publications of the team.  It may also be used on material 
produced by the team for distribution, such as promotional or education items.2 

I. TEAM UNIFORMS - The uniform is the member’s primary identification.  Wear it and wear it proudly! 

Keep it clean and pressed.  Each member must have at least two uniforms.  Make sure they fit. 
1. “Class A” Uniform (STANDARD/DRESS UNIFORM) – A standard dress uniform and field uniform 

unless otherwise noted for all missions, trainings, meetings, and events. 
a. Uniform Shirt – A silver-grey work shirt with proper identification.  Long or short sleeve shirts are 

acceptable.  Long sleeves will remain rolled down. 
b. Pants - Black pants. Cargo pants are for field use, meetings, and training sessions. Slacks are 

acceptable for dress occasions and civic talks.  Appropriate belt buckles may be worn.  The Patrol 
issued glove pouch will be worn on the uniform belt at all times.  Belts will be plain black or brown. 

c. Footwear – Boots for field or in-town use.  Black or brown shoes with dark socks – no white shoes 
or tennis shoes are permitted 

2. “Class B” Uniform (ARAPAHOE RESCUE PATROL SHORT/LONG SLEEVE SHIRT) – A more casual 
uniform for purposes of identification consisting of the grey “Arapahoe Rescue Patrol” t-shirt OR the 
grey long sleeve “Arapahoe Rescue Patrol” shirt along with black Patrol pants.  Members MAY wear the 
“Class B” uniform at special events, team activities, and trainings.  “Class B” uniform usage at any Patrol 
activity must be pre-authorized by a member of the Chief staff or the Senior Officer in charge. 
a. Pants – Black pants.  Cargo pants are for field use, meetings, and training sessions.  Slacks are 

acceptable for dress occasions and civic talks.  Appropriate belt buckles may be worn.  The Patrol 
issued glove pouch will be worn on the uniform belt at all times.  Belts will be plain black or brown. 

b. Footwear – Boots for field or in-town use.  Black or brown shoes with dark socks – no white shoes 
or tennis shoes are permitted 

3. “Class C” Uniform (ARAPAHOE RESCUE PATROL SHORT/LONG SLEEVE POLO) – An optional 
uniform polo shirt available for purchase at the current pricing schedule available to the Patrol. 
Members MAY wear the polo at special events, team activities, and trainings.  “Class C” shirt usage at 
any Patrol activity must be pre-authorized by a member of the Chief staff or the senior Officer in 
charge.  Team instructors may also wear the polo shirt at their discretion. 
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a. Uniform Shirt – A grey, collared “polo shirt” may be purchased from the team apparel coordinator. 
Shirts will be professionally printed/embroidered by the team’s currently authorized vendor only. 
(1) Shirt specifications: 

(a) Only members who have earned the Patrol Shield will be authorized to have it 
embroidered on the “Class C” uniform’s left front side. 

(b) The right front side will display the member’s name (First-Initial Last, Rank [rank display 
is optional-see below] AND the words “Arapahoe Rescue Patrol” underneath). 

i. Example 1:  J. Smith, Captain 
Arapahoe Rescue Patrol 

ii. Example 2: J. Smith 
Arapahoe Rescue Patrol 

(c) After the member’s name, an individual may choose to also have their CURRENT rank 
embroidered.  Since Officer ranks change, typically on an annual basis, Officers are 
encouraged NOT to put their rank on a shirt.  Authorized “rank” embroidery titles include:  
President, Vice-President, Director, Chief, Division Chief, Captain, Lieutenant, Sergeant, 
Graduate Member, Warrant Officer, Associate Member, and Public Information Officer.  

i. A member’s shirt may only display one title 
ii. Probationary Members and Regular Members shall not display any title (i.e. Example 2 

above).   
(d) The rear of the shirt will also display the word “RESCUE” in a large, bold font for 

identification purposes. 
(2) Pants – The type and color of pants will be at the discretion of the authorizing Chief or Senior 

Officer. While black Patrol pants are always preferred, depending on the activity, professional 
dress pants or jeans may also be acceptable.  Shorts may also be worn for bike team.  

(3) Footwear – Boots for field or in-town use.  Black or brown shoes with dark socks – no white 
shoes or tennis shoes are permitted 

4. General Uniform information 
a. The Patrol shoulder patch must be worn on the left sleeve – two inches from the top seam. 

(1) An American flag patch may be worn on the left sleeve, horizontal with the bottom of the patch 
touching the cuff.  It is not worn on the short sleeve shirt. 

b. Additional patches are authorized on the right sleeve with the top of the patch two inches from the 
top seam.  Authorized patches include:  the officially designated Emergency Medical Responder 
(EMR) patch, an EMT patch, a Paramedic patch, or the Swift Water Rescue Technician patches.  
Members must meet the specific requirements for wearing the respective patch.  Only one may be 
worn.  

c. Nameplates are worn centered above the right shirt pocket.  Nameplates may only include the 
name of the members.  Years of service may be attached.  Rank may be included at the discretion of 
the Chief. 

d. ARP metal collar insignia may be worn on the collar of the uniform.  If only one rank insignia is 
worn, it is worn on the right collar.  The Chief, Assistant Chiefs, and Officers wear their rank. 
Warrant bars are worn as follows:  Warrants – two bars, Associates – three bars, Directors – four 
bars.  

e. Up to three pins may be worn above the nametag.  The approved pins are:  the American flag, the 
swift water pin, and the helicopter pin. The helicopter pin is worn by members who have flown in a 
helicopter – either as a working member or when they, themselves, have been injured and 
evacuated by air.  

f. The Patrol Shield.  Those who have earned the right to wear the Shield wear it on the left side of the 
shirt with about one inch separating the bottom of the shield from the top of the pocket. 

5. Accessory items – 
a. Climbing helmets of any type and color approved by the Chief or a Division Chief may be used by 

members when on a technical rock training or during any operations involving hazardous 
conditions. 

b. The Patrol T-Shirt, without modification, may be worn at any time under the uniform shirt.  It may 
be worn as an outer garment on work details, in base camp, or at other times designated by the 
Officer in charge.  Patrol t-Shirts may be worn by members when they are not involved in a Patrol 
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function, but members are reminded that, when wearing them, they are considered to be in 
uniform and must act accordingly. 

c. The Patrol long sleeve shirt, without modification, may be worn at any time under a long sleeve 
uniform shirt.  Sleeves are not permitted to be visible from the short sleeve uniform shirt.  It may 
be worn as an outer garment on work details, in base camp, or at other times designated by the 
Officer in charge.  Patrol long sleeve shirts may be worn by members when they are not involved in 
a Patrol function, but members are reminded that, when wearing them, they are considered to be 
in uniform and must act accordingly. 

 

II. TEAM JACKETS 
1. The “Search and Rescue” jacket may be worn by any active member with the uniform.  The jacket is a 

red, cold weather system jacket (i.e. consists of a shell and fleece/other warm insert).  The Chief or 
their appointees are responsible for determining an appropriate vendor for jackets based on member 
feedback, pricing, availability, current styles, etc. The wording “Search and Rescue” in a bold, white font 
shall be embroidered on the rear of the jacket.  The word “Rescue” in a bold, white font shall be 
embroidered on the front, left breast pocket.  

2. The “Arapahoe Rescue Patrol” jacket may be worn ONLY by members with four years of active service 
to the Patrol or that have earned the Patrol Shield.  The jacket is a red, cold weather system jacket (i.e. 
consists of a shell and fleece / other warm insert).  The Chief or their appointees are responsible for 
determining an appropriate vendor for jackets based on member feedback, pricing, availability, current 
styles, etc.  The wording “Arapahoe Rescue Patrol” in a bold, white font shall be embroidered on the 
rear of the jacket.  The word “Arapahoe Rescue Patrol” in a bold, white font shall be embroidered on the 
front, left breast pocket.  

3. Other specifications: 
a. Only members who have earned the Patrol Shield will be authorized to have it embroidered on the 

left front side. 
b. The right front side will display the member’s name (First-Initial Last, Rank [rank display is 

optional-see below] AND the words “Arapahoe Rescue Patrol” underneath). 
(1) Example 1:  J. Smith, Captain 

 Arapahoe Rescue Patrol 
(2) Example 2: J. Smith 

 Arapahoe Rescue Patrol 
(3) After the member’s name, an individual may choose to also have their CURRENT rank 

embroidered.  Since Officer ranks change, typically on an annual basis, Officers are encouraged 
NOT to put their rank on a shirt.  Authorized “rank” embroidery titles include:  President, Vice-
President, Director, Chief, Division Chief, Captain, Lieutenant, Sergeant, Graduate Member, 
Warrant Officer, Associate Member, and Public Information Officer.  
(a) A member’s shirt may only display one title 

(4) Probationary Members and Regular Members shall not display any title (i.e. Example 2 above). 
 

III. TEAM HATS 
1. The “Search and Rescue” hat may be worn by any active member with the uniform.  The hat is a black 

ball cap with the wording “Search and Rescue” in a bold, white font embroidered on the front.  The 
words “Rescue” in a bold, white font are embroidered on the rear. Only the Patrol hat will be used on 
official functions in the public eye (i.e. traffic direction, in town activities, etc.).  

2. The “Arapahoe Rescue Patrol” hat may be worn with the uniform ONLY by members with four years of 
active service to the Patrol or that have earned the Patrol Shield.  The hat is a black ball cap with the 
wording “Arapahoe Rescue Patrol” in a bold, white font embroidered on the front. 

3. If other hats are issued as part of a function (i.e. “Event Staff”), it is acceptable to wear the cap at that 
particular function.  
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IV. TEAM MEMBER IDENTIFICATION 
1. Identification of members is accomplished in the following ways: 

a. The Patrol Uniform (Class A, B, or C) 
b. The Patrol Jacket 
c. The Patrol Identification card 
d. Decal of the Patrol logo on a vehicle window 

2. Use of Identification: 
a. The “Class A” uniform will be worn on all missions, to all meetings, and training sessions unless 

otherwise specified.  
b. Car decals are to be located on the right front windshield in the far lower right hand corner. 

Additional locations are permitted. 
c. The Patrol identification card is to be carried at all times.  When at Patrol headquarters, whether in 

uniform or not, the Patrol ID card should be visibly worn outside of the clothing so as to readily 
identify the member as an authorized person to be within the City’s property. 

d. The Patrol patch, decal, or any other item bearing the Patrol logo (insignia) or the “Arapahoe 
Rescue Patrol” name can only be acquired and used by those directly and indirectly related to the 
Patrol.  Purchase and/or possession and use of the logo or name by any other person(s) is 
specifically prohibited unless approved by the Chief or the Board of Directors.  

e. While the Patrol jacket is preferred for members to wear, any jacket is acceptable as long as it is 
properly identified.  For field use, any jacket is acceptable as long as no inappropriate symbols or 
messages are printed on it.  NO bunker gear may be worn on Search and Rescue missions, however, 
those participating on a REHAB 12 callout and that are part of the REHAB team may wear bunker 
gear should REHAB detail demand its usage.  

f. A black tie or scarf is an option part of the dress uniform.  A tie should only be worn with a long 
sleeve shirt. 

g. Key clips may be worn on the belt. 
h. A first aid belt kit may be worn. 
i. During cold weather operations, any combination of warm clothing should be worn. 
j. Members may carry pocket knives.  Folding knives in a sheath may be worn on the belt.  Knives 

must function legally with blades of legal length.  No sheath knives may be worn on the belt. 
k. Approved safety vests will be used in traffic direction operations.  

 

V. AUTHORIZED APPAREL FOR PUBLIC USE 
1. When team apparel is produced primarily for the public, the team logo and images associated with the 

team are required to have the following words accompanying the logo or image: “I support Arapahoe 
Rescue Patrol.”3 

 

VI. CORPORATE PROPERTY 
1. All items considered to be identification such as patches, logos with “Snoopy,” identification cards, 

Patrol Shields, letterheads, business cards, etc. are considered to be the permanent property of the 
Arapahoe Rescue Patrol, Inc. 
a. If a member has any personal equipment bearing the Patrol’s name, the name and/or insignia shall 

be removed should a member resign or be dismissed. 
b. In many cases, former members who have improperly used items such as the Patrol Shield or 

Patrol patches have been required to return them, even many years after their active membership.  
c. Upon dismissal from the Patrol, members will be requested to turn in all forms of identification to 

the Officers.  Only one request will be made before a referral to Internal Affairs and the Board of 
Directors to take legal action to regain these items.  

d. Members graduating from the Patrol in good standing are permitted to retain these items; however 
such items should then only be worn, or used, when the graduate is representing the Patrol or 
when they are participating in some function of the Patrol.  

 

1,2 & 3 -- Partial excerpts from Alpine Rescue Team Blue Book – Alpine Insignia & Apparel section 
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5.11 -   PUBLIC INFORMATION AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

I. MEDIA RELATIONS–HEADQUARTERS AND IN THE FIELD - This section provides 

guidelines for the communication of official and unofficial Patrol team information to the public. 
1. When appropriate and available, the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol will make every attempt to provide 

information to the news media, and therefore the public, regarding search and rescue incidents.  
This is provided that such information does not interfere with patient confidentiality or privacy and 
complies with all local, state, and federal laws regarding the release of information. 

2. Information about specific search and rescue incidents must be handled punctiliously and, if made 
available, will be communicated by “official” sources:  either the relevant jurisdictional authority 
(typically the local sheriff’s department) or by the team.  When communicating official information 
from the team, a team Public Information Officer (PIO) or their designee, under the authority of the 
acting Mission Coordinator, will manage the communications to traditional news media and social 
media.  Currently, the team uses its website, Facebook page, and accounts formally set up on specific 
Internet forums.  The team may adopt other technologies as social media evolves. 

3. Individual team members may use personal social media to post information about other team 
activities such as trainings, public presentations, fundraising events, and other non-mission-specific 
events.  This communication is considered “unofficial” and should always be presented in good taste 
and with respect.  Members are also reminded that any time they wear an item with a team logo or 
name – even in social, non-team related activities – they represent the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol. 

4. The President or Chief will appoint a Public Information Officer (PIO) to manage all aspects of media 
handling and communication with the public.   
a. The PIO may designate assistants, subject to the approval of the President or the Chief, who may 

act as the PIO in cases where the primary PIO is unavailable.   
b. Media contact not involving missions, whether re-active or pro-active, should be directed 

through the PIO.   In turn, the PIO will keep the President and Chief apprised of all such contacts. 
c. The PIO fields and directs inquiries as a spokesperson for the team.  Where technical expertise 

is required, qualified team members will be provided, if available and with approval from either 
the President or the Chief.  

5. The acting Mission Coordinator, President, Chief, PIO, or their designees are the only team members 
authorized to make statements to the media regarding missions.  Any statements made by other 
team members, MUST have prior approval of the acting Mission Coordinator, President, Chief, PIO, 
or their designees.  Members of the media may be allowed into the field on a mission only with the 
permission of the Sheriff’s Office and the acting Mission Leader, and only with a designated PIO as 
an escort.  Appropriate equipment and clothing is required by the media member(s) and 
appropriate field personnel will be informed of the media presence.  Safety, subject-privacy, and 
mission needs will remain paramount concerns at all times. 

6. Information of the following nature may be released to the media, with the specific information to 
be released determined by the acting Mission Coordinator. 
a. Nature and description of the incident 
b. Time and location of the incident 
c. Number of rescuers responding 
d. Rescue units involved 
e. Number of subjects 
f. General condition of the subjects 

7. No information that would identify the subject shall be provided without the approval of the 
Sheriff’s Office. 

8. No recorded image (photos, video, etc.) that shows the subject’s face or other identifying features 
shall be released to the news media or general public without written authorization from the 
subject. 

9. No information, recorded image (photos, video, etc.) or comments about another agency’s incident 
will be released by any team member without the explicit permission of that agency. 
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10. The internet and social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, blogs, and discussion forums 
present a unique challenge to the team and its members.  Specific guidelines regarding how these 
are treated as public information outlets is required, and are as follows: 
a. Only members that have been designated by the PIO and approved by the Board of Directors 

shall be allowed to post mission-related information on the team’s Facebook page, discussion 
forum sites, or any other publicly-accessible internet site. 

11. All mission related information must follow these guidelines: 
a. No subject’s names will be used without the written permission from the subject. 
b. No photos will show a subject’s face or other identifying feature without the written 

permission of the subject. 
c. No photos will show blood, bodies, or anything else that might be deemed offensive or 

upsetting to the public. 
d. No medical information will be given without written authorization from the subject. 
e. No derogatory or condescending comments will be made about the subject(s), the general 

public, or other agencies that work with the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol. 
12. No mission related information or images can be used by team members for any purpose unless 

authorized by the President, Chief, PIO, or their designees.  Permission to use photos, videos, and 
any mission-specific information for the purposes of public education or team trainings will 
generally be given, as long as the above guidelines are followed. 

13. Any site that is specifically designated as “Arapahoe Rescue Patrol Members Only” may be used by 
all members to post and share any team related information including mission-related items. Any 
images or information posted here is understood to be used by authorized team members in public 
postings, public education and/or team trainings. 

14. Any member of the team is permitted to post information or photos/videos on their personal 
Facebook pages, websites, blogs, etc. regarding upcoming events, public presentations by the team, 
and team trainings as long as they follow the above guidelines. 

15. Members are encouraged to share or link any and all information posted on the team’s website, 
Facebook page, or any media story about the team.  But before posting any information including 
images, please remember that anytime a member wears a team or Search and Rescue logo, even in 
non-team events, the member is seen as representing the team.  Use common sense when 
participating with online communities.  Inappropriate postings will be removed if requested by the 
President, Chief, or PIO. 
 

II. COMPUTERS 

1. The Arapahoe Rescue Patrol operates an internet web page for the purposes of recruiting, fund 
raising, and the provision of information to its members and the World Wide Web community.  
Access is:  http://arapahoerescue.org. 
a. To ensure the integrity of this resource the Board of Directors will appoint a Web Master who 

will oversee the development, maintenance, and security of the web page.  The Web Master 
will work with the Board of Directors to determine the contents of the web page.  This 
appointment will be reviewed at the Annual Meeting of the Board each year. 

2. The Web Master will determine access levels for members of the Patrol.  Most members are 
restricted to a “read only” status.  Members who have been identified by the Web Master to assist 
in the ongoing development, maintenance, and security of the web page will work closely with the 
Web Master to ensure that the web page reflects the direction and intent of the Board of Directors. 

3. Photographs depicting Patrol members are posted on the web page to assist in the telling of the 
Rescue Patrol story.  Prior to publishing an identifiable image of an individual on the web page, the 
Web Master will have obtained a signed and witnessed Waiver Form for Internet Publication of 
Image.  When the image involves a minor a completed Parental Waiver Form for Internet 
Publication of a Minor’s Image is required.  These forms are available on the ARP Members Only 
website under the Forms/Contracts section. 

4. Electronic mail that is received though the web page electronic e-mail address for the Patrol will be 
handled and forwarded in a similar manner as regular mail received through the U.S. Postal 
Service. 
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5.12 -  PATROL PAGER POLICY 

SUMMARY  
Alphanumeric Pagers are available to members.  To secure one, the member must complete an 
application form and may need to make certain one-time or monthly payments as determined by the 
Board of Directors.  Parents or guardians must sign the application.  The pager contract is available 
on the ARP Members Only website under the Forms/Contracts section titled Pager Contract.  The 
conditions for use are:  

I. FEES 
1. Members will pay for their pager annually in advance. 

a. If the member does not make a payment by the due date, the Patrol will have the pager 
turned off and the member will be responsible for any associated fees to turn it back on. 

2. If lost or damaged by gross negligence, the bearer of the pager must pay a $25.00 fee to have the 
pager replaced or repaired. 

 

II. POLICIES 
1. The member agrees that if they are paged, they WILL RESPOND. 
2. The member must maintain their grades at or above the established minimum level. 
3. The member will remain active in training as well as field responses. 
4. Any member simulating an emergency page in school or otherwise will forfeit their pager and 

will face disciplinary action to possibly include expulsion from the Patrol. 
5. The member understands the pager is being provided to them by the Patrol and the Patrol may 

request that it be returned at any time. 
6. When a member leaves the Patrol they must turn in their pager to the Patrol.  If requested, the 

Patrol may, at their option, release responsibility of the pager and account to the individual 
member, providing that the company providing pager service re-programs the pager to disable 
any Patrol group paging code(s).  This must be done at the member’s expense. 

7. Failure to conform to these terms and conditions will result in cancellation of the pager 
agreement, at which time the member MUST return the pager to the Chief.  Failure to do so will 
be considered theft. 
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6 -  FINANCIAL POLICIES 

6.1 -  PURCHASING 

I. PURCHASES OVER $2000 
1. For any purchase requiring a purchase order of over $2000, a Purchase Requisition will be 

prepared and given to the Purchasing Officer.   
a. The Purchasing Officer will make sure the Board of Directors has approved the purchase.   
b. He or she may check for other less expensive sources or may request other bids.   
c. If he or she approves the purchase, he or she will prepare and mail (or cause to be delivered) 

a Purchase Order to the appropriate supplier. 
2. The Purchasing Officer will follow up on the order, directly or indirectly, verify receipt of the 

items, and assure they meet the purchase specifications.  If so, he or she will approve payment of 
the bill and submit it to the Treasurer for payment.  He or she will also approve and process 
those orders that require prepayment. 

3. The Purchasing Officer will keep records of all items ordered and received.  He or she will advise 
the Equipment Supervisor of all items received.  He or she will have full purchasing power within 
the framework of Board approval.
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6.2 -  THE JAMES (JIM) BABYLON MEMORIAL TRAINING FUND 

Usage and Qualification Guidelines 
 (Adopted on: 20 April 2017) 

SUMMARY  
The following policies and guidelines pertain to all Probationary Members, Regular Members, 
Officers, Graduate Members, Associate Members, Members of the Chief staff and Board of Directors 
Staff (hereafter referred to as “Member”).  

Jim started his emergency services career with the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol in 1979 and served in a 
variety of roles until his death. He then carried his passion for EMS to AmServices and then, 
eventually to Denver General Hospital as a paramedic.  During this time he also began a career in the 
fire service with Parker/South Metro Fire Rescue. He retired from South Metro Fire in March of 2014 
with 26 years of dedicated service. He also maintained his own consulting business and volunteered 
with several agencies across the world in service to others. 

Almost everyone that has been a part of EMS or the fire service, especially in Colorado, knew Jim or 
knew of him.  His amazing talents for teaching Medicine, HazMat, WMD and MCI were second to 
none. Jim’s story-telling, slide shows, power point presentations and blunt sense of humor were 
always the highlights in any room. 

When you talk about someone “who’s been there and done that”, it was Jim.  He was always in the 
thick of everything and was always the first person there to help when anyone needed it.  He wasn’t 
just about the victims he served, he was also a strong believer in the education and training of 
responders to keep them safe.   

Jim passed on from this life December 15, 2016. 

Initial capital for this “fund” was donated by the Babylon family in memoriam of Jim. 

I. “THE FUND” 
In memoriam of Jim and as a reminder to future members of the remarkable impacts he made on the 
Rescue Patrol, in 2017 the Board of Directors of the Patrol established a fund in which Alumni 
Members, Current Members, Emergency Services agencies, business’ or individuals alike could make 
a contribution to the Patrol for the purpose of furthering member education and training above and 
beyond what the team currently offers.  

II. QUALIFICATIONS TO APPLY FOR TRAINING EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT 
1. Any “Member” (as defined above) may apply for expense reimbursement so long as they are 

considered currently active as a member with the Patrol. “Active” status shall be determined by 

any member of the Chief staff. 

2. Any request for reimbursement funds must be made to the Board of Directors and approved 

prior to attending the training via the “application process” in Section II., subsection ii. of this 

policy. 

3. The “Member” shall pay for their own training course and any other subsequent fees (if needed) 

up front, and then submit all receipts to the Patrol treasurer for reimbursement following the 

successful completion of the training (certain exceptions to this section of the requirement may be 

granted by the Board of Directors if a financial hardship may be incurred by the member). A 

successful completion certificate, or the like, must be submitted with all receipts for 

reimbursement. 
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4. The Board of Directors may stipulate that only certain portions, percentages and/ or numbers of 

members may attend. The Board is under no obligation to agree to pay for any or all of the 

requested expenses for a particular external training course.  

 

III. APPLICATION PROCESS 
1. Any Member wishing to be reimbursed for a training expense must submit, in writing or verbally 

to the Board of Directors at a Board meeting the following: 

a. Provide a total expense estimate for the training from beginning to end, including any 

additional fees that may be incurred (lodging, travel, etc.)  

b. What benefit this particular training will provide to the Arapahoe Rescue Patrol currently, 

and in the future.  

 

IV. REIMBURSEMENT 
1. Only upon providing proof of successful completion of the training shall the final receipts be 

submitted to the Patrol treasurer.  

2. If the expenses submitted greatly differ from the amount originally requested, the Patrol 

treasurer may request an additional vote by the Board of Directors to approve or disapprove the 

additional funding request on a case-by-case basis.  

3. Upon approval, the Patrol treasurer may reimburse the member via check or electronic funds 

transfer.  
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7 -  TRAINING SUMMARIES 

Training is a vital part of everything done in the Patrol.  The Patrol is only as good as its weakest member.  
Just as important is that the training must be continuous.  Search is not learned by one hour in the field nor is 
emergency care remembered one year after a class.  Noted here are outlines of our training activities.  It is the 
responsibility of the Chief Staff to maintain an appropriate training curriculum. 

7.1 -  BASIC TRAINING 

SUMMARY  
This is a combination of in town and field training sessions required for all new members.  Over the 
years the training has changed, but it is still very important that all members keep up with all parts of 
the basic training program. 

I.  IN-TOWN BASIC CLASSROOM TRAINING 
All new members receive their first introduction to the Patrol and its missions through an in town 
class.  The topics presented include: 

1. Administration of the Oath of Office 
2. Purpose, history, and mission 
3. Emergency response concepts 
4. Mobilization, transportation, and codes 
5. Dispatching and paging procedures 
6. Structure and teams 
7. Chain of Command 
8. Advancement - Officer positions and Shield requirements 
9. Identification and uniforms 
10. Finances and expenses 
11. Forms, records, and reports 
12. Functions - specific duties and activities 
13. Types of responses 
14. Training courses 
15. Patrol and individual equipment 
16. In town responses 
17. Outline of Patrol field basic training 

 

II. FIELD BASIC TRAINING 
These two weekends are designed to make members ready for any field operation.  This does not 
happen instantly, but through intense practice.  Topics taught in the field include: 

1. Basic search techniques 
2. Night searching 
3. Special search techniques 
4. Rescue and recovery procedures 
5. Evaluation of fatalities 
6. Emergency care - with different situations 
7. Tracking and clue identification 
8. Field interviewing - developing victim profiles 
9. Map and compass introduction 
10. Communications and radio procedures 
11. Equipment demonstrations 
12. Air-Ground coordination - how to work with helicopters 
13. Mobile-foot search coordination 
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14. Special team training 
15. Orientation to technical rescue 
16. Base camp operations 
17. Mission coordination 
18. Physical fitness 
19. Personal equipment review 
20. Behavior of lost persons 
21. Emergency response conditioning 
22. Working with the media 
23. Working with other teams 
24. Mountain weather/climate awareness 
25. Scree-evacuation/low angle technical evacuation 
26. Dealing with victims and their families 
27. Problem solving, rap sessions, and question/answer groups 

 

III. SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR) SCHOOL 
In the week between the two field sessions there is a three-day Search School where many topics are 
developed in more detail.  Among them are: 

1. Sexual harassment policy and member behavior 
2. The importance of “victim orientation” 
3. Introduction to emergency care 
4. CPR training and certification 
5. Hazardous materials awareness and procedures 
6. In town call responses - police, fire, and inclement weather 
7. Crowd control and traffic direction 
8. Equipment evaluation and discussion of field gear 
9. The anatomy of a search - a mission from start to end - and afterward 
10. Personal protective equipment and use 
11. Defensive driving (classroom training) 
12. Chain of command 
13. Disaster operations awareness 
14. FEMA ICS 100/200/700 

 

IV. NEW MEMBER RESPONSE 
1. When a new member joins the Patrol the In Town class is the basic orientation session.  If a new 

member participates in that class, the two Field Basic weekends and the Search School, the 
member is considered a probationary member and will be called to respond to all calls for 
search, rescue, recovery, and some in town activities. 

2. If a new member does NOT complete this series of training programs in full, the member will be 
dropped from the Patrol roster. 
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7.2 -  THE PATROL SHIELD 

SUMMARY  
Beyond basic training, and as an indication of the level of training, each member may work to earn 
the Patrol Shield.  The requirements are difficult, but the results are rewarding.  Members who wear 
the shield are indicating they have completed all of the basic training programs successfully and are 
fully qualified to respond to any and all calls for assistance. 

I. REQUIREMENTS 
1. Satisfactory completion of probation and acceptance by the Board of Directors as a Regular 

Member 
2. Six months of 80% attendance at required functions after being accepted as a Regular Member 
3. Completion of the following training 

a. Basic rock training course - classroom and field 
b. Survival Training - three day field session 
c. Map & Compass - classroom and field 
d. Communications - successfully passing the test 
e. Winter Operations - classroom and field and overnight training 
f. Avalanche rescue training weekend - Breckenridge 
g. Basic First Aid and Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) with a passing grade and 

completed CPR certification 
h. NREMT (National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians) certified Emergency Medical 

Responder 
i. Mission Coordination 
j. Defensive driving classroom training  
k. Colorado LifeTrak operations course with a passing score on the final test 

4. Passing score on the physical fitness test. 
 

II. DOCUMENTATION 
1. It is the obligation of the member applying for the Patrol Shield to keep track of all training 

classes attended and to supply proof of the completion of each of the requirements.   
2. Records of attendance and course completion should be in member files or can be obtained from 

an Officer.   
3. Shield cards are available at Headquarters or on the ARP Members website under the 

Administrative section.  The document is titled Training Log 
4. It is suggested that each member begin keeping information on this card immediately after 

joining.  Some Shield classes can be completed during the probation period. 
 

III. RESPONSIBILITIES 
1. Members 

a. The wearing of the Shield imposes certain specific responsibilities that must be accepted.  
Members not accepting them will be requested to return their Shield.   

b. The wearing of the Shield implies a direct or indirect police authority.  It does not permit the 
wearer to act in any way similar to that of a law enforcement officer. 

c. The Shield must not be worn at non-patrol functions. 
2. Graduates or Resigned Members 

a. Members graduating or resigning in good standing may retain their Shields.  However, they 
can only be used if the former member has been authorized to serve on a Patrol function.   

b. Misuse of the Shield by a former member may result in a request for its return since it 
remains the property of the Patrol. 
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7.3 -  COMMUNICATIONS 

I. PHILOSOPHY - The communications training programs are designed to assist members in several 

different ways: 
1. The use of team radios in the field 
2. Staffing field search bases 
3. Staffing Littleton Base  
4. Assisting other dispatch agencies 

II. TRAINING 
1. Trained members are on call to assist if there are communications problems at the Littleton 

Communications Center as well as if the Alternate Emergency Operations Center is activated. 
2. Training begins with basic information presented when members first join.   
3. Other communication classes are offered throughout the year.   
4. Members taking a communications class and passing the test with a high enough grade are 

assigned a radio number for use on the Patrol radio frequency - 155.160 MHz. 
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7.4 -  EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (EMS) 
(Updated:  19 April 2018) 

 

I. GENERAL 
1. Emergency Care training is done by levels.  From the all-day introductory class (Basic First Aid) 

through the Emergency Medical Responder (EMR) class.  Continuous education programs are 
also available.  

2. Training is available to all Members. 
3. Experienced and certified instructors teach all levels. 
4. Required Training – Taught during SAR school 

a. Basic First Aid and Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) 
b. Wilderness First Aid 

5. Optional Training – Emergency Medical Responder (EMR) 
a. May not be taught every year 
 

II. BASIC FIRST AID AND CPR – All members will complete basic first aid and CPR training 

during Search and Rescue (SAR) Academy.  Current CPR certification is required to remain an active 
member. 

1. Initial Training 
a. This is a training class in basic Emergency Care 

(1) CPR – Professional level CPR initial certification 
(a) Includes training in Automated External Defibrillator (AED) usage 
(b) Certification is good for two years 

(2) First Aid – It provides only a basic framework of the care given on an emergency scene 
(a) Patient Assessment 
(b) Patient Packaging 
(c) Splinting 
(d) Wound Care 

b. All members attend this class during the Search and Rescue (SAR) Academy 
c. Certification requirements 

(1) Attend the complete class 
(2) Pass written and practical assessments 

2. CPR Recertification  
a. Recertification may be offered one to two times per year 
b. CPR recertification must happen before certification expiration (every 2 years) 
c. Members can be recertified through a Patrol offered recertification training or by taking an 

American Heart Association, American Safety and Health Institute (ASHI), or Red Cross 
course 

d. All recertification must be professional/provider level CPR 
e. An expired certification will cause a member to be placed on inactive status 
 

III. Wilderness First Aid (WFA) - A Probationary Member must complete the Wilderness First 

Aid course in order to become a Regular Member.  Current WFA certification is required to remain an 
active member.  An equivalent or greater level of EMS training may be substituted at the discretion of 
the EMS Division Chief. 

1.  WFA is a basic level EMS training program, with certification through ASHI 
2. Initial Training 

a. A 16-hour course offered each year 
(1) Expanded Training and Review in all basic First Aid 

(a) Patient Assessment 
(b) Patient Packaging 
(c) Splinting 
(d) Wound Care 
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(2) Medical Emergencies  
(3) Trauma Emergencies 
(4) Environmental Emergencies 

b. Required for a Probationary Member to become a Regular Member 
c. Certification requirements 

(1) Attend the complete class 
(2) Pass written and practical assessments 

3. Continuing Education 
a. A minimum of 6 hours of EMS continuing education per year will be required to maintain 

WFA certification 
b. Continuing education programs will be provided through the Patrol and are available at 

many outside agencies.  See the EMS Chief for additional information. 
4. Recertification 

a. Recertification is required every 2 years 
b. A minimum of 12 hours of continuing education must be completed before recertification 
c. Recertification will require passing written and practical assessments 
d. A lapsed certification will cause a member to move to inactive status 

5. Members successfully completing the Wilderness First Aid class and holding a current WFA 
certification are entitled to wear the WFA patch on their uniform 
 

IV. EMERGENCY MEDICAL RESPONDER (EMR) – An optional, advanced level EMS 

training program that is required to earn a shield.  This includes certification through NREMT (National 
Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians) and registration in the state of Colorado. 

1. General Class Information 
a. Minimum of 40 hours training 
b. May not be offered every year  
c. An expansion of previously learned concepts and skills from the Wilderness First Aid course 

2. Pre-requisites 
a. Current certification in CPR 
b. Current certification in Wilderness First Aid (WFA) 

3. Certification requirements – as listed below or as an alternative training site requires 
a. Must attend 90% of all training classes 
b. Must pass all section tests throughout the course 

(1) Score 75% or better on each test 
(2) Can retake one test, one time (excluding the final) 

c. Must pass the written final with 75% or better score 
d. Must pass the practical final assessment 

(1) Must pass all practical scenarios 
(2) May retake one practical scenario, one time 

4. Continuing Education 
a. A minimum of 24 hours of EMS continuing education is required every 2 years  
b. Continuing education programs will be provided through the Patrol and are available at 

many outside agencies.  See the EMS Chief for additional information. 
5. Recertification 

a. Recertification is required every 2 years 
b. A minimum of 24 hours of continuing education must be completed before recertification 

testing 
c. Recertification will require passing written and practical assessments 
d. An individual recertifies to their highest level of training/certification (for example, an EMR 

certified member should recertify in EMR and does not need to recertify in WFA) 
e. In order to remain an active member of the patrol, a member, at minimum, must complete 

WFA recertification (including continuing education hours) if they choose not to maintain 
EMR certification 

6. Members successfully completing the Emergency Medical Responder class and holding a current 
EMR certification are entitled to wear the EMR patch on their uniform 
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7.4A - MEDICAL GUIDELINES 
 (Updated:  15 December 2016) 

SUMMARY 
The following Medical guidelines pertain to all Probationary Members, Regular Members, Officers, 
Graduate Members, Associate Members, Members of the Chief staff, and Board of Directors Staff 
(hereafter referred to as “Member”). 

I. DOCUMENTATION 
1. All patient encounters will result in a written patient contact report on the appropriate form 

a. Patient Contact Report (PCR) - Required for every patient contact 
b. Refusal Form - Required in addition to the PCR when a patient refuses transport 
c. Both forms are available on the clipboards in the vehicles and at Headquarters. 

(1) The original must be turned in within 24 hours after the termination of patient contact 
(a) Turn in to the EMS Division Chief  PCR box at Headquarters and notify EMS Division 

Chief by email. 
(b) The EMS Division Chief will be responsible for file security 

(2) The yellow Patient Care Report (PCR) copy will be handed over to the transporting 
agency at time of patient handoff 

(3) If there is a refusal of transport, the yellow Refusal Form copy will be handed to the 
patient, but not the yellow PCR copy 

 

II. HEALTH INFORMATION PRIVACY ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (HIPAA) 
1. All members are responsible for protecting patient privacy, including in their preparation and 

handling of patient care reports, in accordance with HIPAA regulations. 
a. Members can provide Patient Health Information (PHI) to ONLY: 

(1) The transporting agency 
(2) Higher-level emergency care services involved with that Patient’s care 
(3) Police and fire involved with that patient’s care 
(4) The ARP EMS Division Chief 
(5) A member of the Patient’s family ONLY with expressed permission from the patient  
(6) Current state protocol must be followed when releasing information about a minor 

b. Members CANNOT provide PHI to anyone not listed above including, but not limited to: 
(1) Other Patrol Members including officers, chiefs, etc. that are not directly involved in the 

patient’s care 
(2) Family Members of the Patient, without expressed consent 
(3) Anyone else that is not directly involved in the care of that patient 

2. Photographs and Video – Do not take photographs or video of any patients, including specific 
injuries of that patient, in any circumstance. 

3. The Arapahoe Rescue Patrol does not store, manage, or transmit patient information or billing 
data electronically, and thus full HIPAA compliance is not required.  The Patrol will, however, 
take all reasonable safeguards and precautions to protect PHI and other confidential 
information. 
 

III. EMERGENCY MEDICAL EQUIPMENT 
1. Patrol Equipment 

a. Medical Kit – Carried in every vehicle and contains all necessary emergency medical 
equipment for emergency care 

2. Personal Equipment 
a. Required 

(1) CPR Mask – All members are issued and required to carry a CPR Mask on their belt at all 
times 
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b. Recommended - These items are highly recommended for all members to carry in their “A” 
pack 
(1) 6 4x4’s (4 inch by 4 inch gauze pads) 
(2) Kerlix (rolled gauze) 
(3) Medical Tape (2 inch cloth tape or duct tape) 
(4) Roll of Coban (stretchy elastic bandage) 
(5) CAT (Combat Application Tourniquet) 
(6) Medical Gloves 
(7) Trauma Shears 

3. Inventory 
a. Any pack that is used will be inventoried and any equipment used will be replaced 

immediately; the EMS Division Chief or their designee, will be notified when any supplies are 
used via email for replacement 
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7.5 -  TECHNICAL RESCUE 
(Updated:  19 April 2018) 

SUMMARY  
The Patrol maintains two technical rescue specialties including rope rescue and swift water 
capabilities.  Each specialty is divided into three training levels including Awareness, Operations, and 
Technician as set forth in National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1670 – Standard on Operations 
and Training for Technical Rescue Incidents (2017 Edition). Each member must be able to perform all 
skills and complete written evaluation at each level in order to be approved for that level of 
operations.   

I. ROPE RESCUE TRAINING 
1. Awareness –  

a. Recognizing the need for a rope rescue 
b. Identifying resources necessary to conduct rope rescue operations 
c. Carrying the emergency response system where rope rescue is required 
d. Carrying out site control and scene management 
e. Recognizing general hazards associated with rope rescue and the procedures necessary to 

mitigate these hazards 
f. Identifying and utilizing PPE assigned for use at a rope rescue incident 

2. Operations – 
a. Sizing up existing and potential conditions where rope rescue operations will be performed 
b. Assuring safety in rope rescue operations 
c. Establishing the need for and placing edge protection 
d. Selecting, using, and maintaining rope rescue equipment and rope rescue systems 
e. Configuring all knots, bends, and hitches used by the Patrol 
f. Selecting anchor points and equipment to construct anchor systems 
g. Constructing and using single-point anchor systems 
h. Constructing and using multiple-point anchor systems with regard to the potential for 

increase in force that can be associated with their use 
i. Selecting, constructing, and using a belay system 
j. Selecting and using methods necessary to negotiate an edge or other obstacle 
k. Ascending and descending a fixed line 
l. Self-rescue 
m. Selecting, constructing, and using a lowering system in both a low and high angle 

environment 
n. Securing a patient in a litter 
o. Attaching a litter to a rope rescue system and managing its movement 
p. Selecting, constructing, and using rope-based mechanical advantage haul systems in both the 

low and high angle environments 
q. Negotiating a loaded litter over an edge during a raising and lowering evolution 

3. Technician –  
a. Accessing a patient using techniques that require rescuers to climb up or down natural or 

manmade structures, which can expose climber to significant fall hazard 
b. Using rope rescue systems to move a rescuer and a patient along a horizontal path above an 

obstacle or projection 
c. Performing a high-angle rope rescue of a person suspended from, or stranded on, a structure 

or landscape feature 
d. Understanding and applying the principles of the physics involved in constructing rope 

rescue systems, including systems safety factors, critical angles, and the causes and effects of 
force multipliers 

e. Performing a high-angle rope rescue with a litter using tender(s) to negotiate obstacles, 
manipulate or position the patient, or provide medical care while being raised and lowered. 
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4. Each level will require a written skills test and practical skills evaluation as determined by the 
Technical Rescue Coordinator and Training Chief 

5. In order to maintain qualification as an Operations or Technician level team member they must 
also maintain a Wilderness First Aid (WFR) or above level of medical training.  
 

II. SWIFT WATER RESCUE TRAINING 
1. Awareness –  

a. Recognizing the need for swift water rescue 
b. Implementing swift water assessment 
c. Identifying resources necessary for swift water emergency 
d. Implementing site control and scene management 
e. Recognizing general hazards associated with swift water incidents and procedures to 

mitigate these hazards 
f. Determining rescue versus recovery 

2. Operations –  
a. Initial and ongoing size-up of existing and potential conditions 
b. Ensuring personal safety during swift water operations 
c. Assessing water conditions in terms of hazards to the victim and rescuer 
d. Separating, isolating, securing, and interviewing witnesses 
e. Evaluating and assessing potential rescue problems 
f. Evaluating the progress of the planned response to ensure the objectives are being met 
g. Conducting shore-based rescue operations 
h. Using throw bags and related retrieval tools 
i. Provide assistance to Technician level responders 
j. Intervention and self-rescue methods for rescuers that become immersed 
k. Identifying and managing heat and cold stress to the rescuer 
l. Using packaging devices approved by the Patrol 
m. Transferring victim information, including location, surroundings, condition when found, 

present condition and other pertinent information to emergency medical responders 
n. Using watercraft-assisted and watercraft-based rescue techniques 
o. Planning to meet operational objectives 
p. Performing rapid extrication of accessible victims 
q. Performing search and rescue operations for missing subjects that do not require entering 

the water 
r. Managing incidents that involve water bound vehicles and vessels that pose additional 

challenges 
s. Providing a method of accountability for the location of all responders on the scene 
t. Operations level Rope Rescue skills 

3. Technician –  
a. Swiftwater technicians shall operate at technician level for rope rescue 
b. Technicians will understand operations near or around submerged vehicles 
c. Must have the following capabilities 

(1) Construct and operate rope rescue anchors and mechanical advantage systems 
(2) Construct a tension diagonal rope system 
(3) Construct a highline over water 
(4) Construct and operate rope systems that position and move a tethered boat controlled 

by ropes 
d. Understand procedures for use of human-powered watercraft in a swift water environment 

4. Each level will require a written skills test and practical skills evaluation as determined by the 
Technical Rescue Coordinator and Training Chief 
a. In order to maintain qualification as an Operations or Technician level team member they 

must also maintain a Wilderness First Aid (WFR) or above level of medical training. 
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III. ROPE RESCUE AND SWIFT WATER RESCUE OPERATIONS 
***Due to the inherent risk involved in any technical rescue incident or training safety is of upmost 
importance, any member at any time can stop an evolution if they deem anything to be unsafe. 
Operations SHALL NOT continue until concerns have been addressed by the Safety Officer. *** 
 
1. All technical rescue incidents and training evolutions SHALL have a Safety Officer designated. 
2. Whenever possible the following positions should be assigned to provide for safety and 

efficiency 
a. Incident Commander (IC)/Lead Instructor 
b. Safety Officer (required) 
c. Rigging Officer 

3. A minimum level of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) will be maintained at all times 
whenever a member is in an area deemed as hazardous by the Safety Officer. 
a. Rope Rescue – This SHALL include 

(1) Helmet 
(2) Gloves 
(3) Harness 
(4) Fall restrict device 

b. Swift Water – This SHALL include 
(1) Helmet 
(2) PFD with whistle 
(3) Clothing depending on weather conditions 

4. Whenever search teams or rescuers are working around moving water a throw bag should be 
provided. When operating on or near swift water there SHALL be two rescuers positioned down-
stream with throw bags in case a rescuer or victim needs assistance. 

5. Rope Rescue and Swift Water operations are covered at length in the course textbooks available 
online: 
Rope Rescue: http://mra.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/nps-technical-rescue-handbook-
2014.pdf 
Swift Water Rescue: http://mra.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/nps-swiftwater-rescue-
manual-rev09-23-2012-SMALL.pdf 
 

IV. ROPE RESCUE AND SWIFT WATER EQUIPMENT 

1. Any non-Patrol equipment used on any Patrol activities will first be approved by the Safety 
Officer before use 

2. All rescue system components will meet NFPA 1983 G rating 
 

V. LIABILITY WAIVER 

Some of the technical rescue training may be conducted on Littleton Fire Rescue property therefore 
each technical rescue team member will be required to complete, and have notarized, a hose tower 
liability form. This form is on the ARP Members website under the Special Teams section.  The 
document is titled “Littleton Fire Rescue liability waiver” and is required in order to be able to 
practice climbing in the hose tower.  Additional information and study materials are also available in 
this location on the website. 
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7.6 -  WINTER OPERATIONS 
(Adopted on:  December 17, 2015) 

 

I. CLASSROOM SESSION:  At a minimum the classroom session will cover the following topics: 

1. Personal clothing 
2. Minimum safety equipment and its usage  
3. Heat loss:  conduction, convection, and evaporation  
4. Avalanche basics 

a. Causes of an avalanche  
b. Evaluating avalanche conditions 
c. Avalanche transceivers (a.k.a. beacons)  
d. Search and recovery techniques 

5. Snow shelters 
6. Medical conditions such as frostbite, snow blindness, sunburn, hypothermia, etc.   
7. Snow travel  
8. Rescue gear 

 

II. FIELD TRAINING:  The purpose of this training is to instruct members about how to use search 

and rescue skills in winter conditions.  This training will also familiarize members with winter gear and 
avalanche conditions.   
 

1. The objectives of the field training are: 
a. Each member will be able to show that they are equipped with the proper personal clothing.  
b. Each member will be able to travel in snow conditions using snowshoes or skies. 
c. Each member will be taught how to self-arrest both with and without a mountaineering axe.   
d. Each member will be shown how to evaluate avalanche conditions using standard 

procedures.  
e. Each member will be able to perform an avalanche transceiver search.  
f. Each member will be able to perform an avalanche victim recovery utilizing a personal 

probe pole and proper shovel techniques. 
g. As a team, the members will construct proper snow anchors used for technical evacuations 

and will construct and operate appropriate victim raising and lowering systems.     
 

III. OVERNIGHT FIELD TRAINING:  This training will incorporate many of the lessons learned 

during the winter operations classroom session.  The purpose of this training is to instruct members on 
how to survive overnight in the field with cold weather conditions.  This training is extremely 
hazardous and under no condition will members be allowed to participate in the training unless they 
have proper personal equipment and clothing.  Prior to departure on this training, team Officers are 
required to check each member’s equipment to ensure they are properly prepared and can be self-
sufficient in the field.    
 

1. The objectives of the overnight field training are: 
a. Each member will be able to construct a safe and adequate winter shelter such as a snow 

cave, tree well shelter, snow trench or molded dome shelter.  
b. Each member will be able to demonstrate that they have enough food to sustain themselves 

for 24 hours in winter conditions. 
c. Each member will be able to demonstrate that they can start a fire.    

2. Members who do not successfully complete this training in its entirety will not be allowed to 
participate in winter operations callouts.  

3. Team Officers must be vigilant that members are safe and do not get too cold, overheated, 
sweaty, or wet.  

4. Team Officers will check to ensure each snow shelter is constructed safely and is stable.  They 
will also make sure each shelter has proper ventilation.    
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IV. AVALANCHE RESCUE TRAINING: Each year members have the opportunity to attend the 

annual Avalanche Rescue Seminar hosted by Summit County Rescue Group; or other avalanche rescue 
training courses deemed as sufficient by the Chief or their designee.  This training may also be taught 
in-house by a qualified instructor at the discretion of the Chief.  The Patrol MAY pay for the lodging and 
training course expenses if the budget allows and the expense is approved by the Board of Directors.  
Members who sign up for the training course and fail to or are unable to attend will not be reimbursed 
for any expenses.  The Summit County Rescue Group Seminar usually has two courses available, an 
introductory course and an advanced course designed for team leaders.  A member must complete the 
introductory course before they are allowed to complete the advanced course.      
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7.7 -  SURVIVAL TRAINING 

I. PHILOSOPHY 
1. This is not a regular survival course.  The training is presented so members will understand two 

concepts critical to the work of the Patrol: 
a. How does a lost person feel when out alone and at night?  What can a lost person do to 

minimize panic?  What minimal survival gear should a hiker carry? 
b. How will the members of a team perform if they are out on a search and discover they 

cannot return before dark?  What gear must they have with them?  How can they turn a 
‘benighted’ experience into just a part of a regular search? 
 

II. TRAINING 
1. Training begins with a briefing at an in town meeting.  This is followed by a three day, two night 

program in the field using only the member’s “A” pack. 
2. After the field training, members discuss what did and did not occur and rework their “A” packs 

to prepare for overnight field operations during a real mission. 

7.8 -  MAP AND COMPASS 

SUMMARY  
Classroom and field training sessions teach members how to accurately read a map, how to use a 
compass and how to tell where they are in the field.  Several map systems are studied. 

I. CLASSROOM TRAINING 
1. Map reading is the start of this training.  Members MUST be able to read a topographic map and 

locate points on it with or without a compass. 
2. Members also learn how to use the Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) instruments they will be 

carrying in the field. 
 

II. FIELD TRAINING - Reinforces these fundamentals with practical exercises. 
 

7.9 -  HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

SUMMARY  
Members are given an introduction to the handling of hazardous materials.  No one knows when a 
plane crash, auto accident, or house fire may involve such materials. 

I. TRAINING 
1. MEMBERS WILL NOT WORK WITH HAZARDOUS MATERIALS.  However, they are trained to 

identify hazardous materials situations, how to report them, and how to use the manuals that 
describe the hazards for the different types of chemicals found in vehicles and homes. 

2. Colorado law requires that all emergency responders who may be at an incident involving 
hazardous materials will have this training. 

3. Members are also taught how to support Hazardous Materials Teams (HAZMAT) at an 
emergency site - closing roads, evacuating citizens, etc.  Advanced training is also available for 
members interested in this topic. 
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7.10 -  MASS CASUALTY 

SUMMARY  
All members of the Patrol have basic training in how to respond under mass casualty conditions.  
Members wishing more information may take the all-day mass casualty class.   

I. MASS CASUALTY CLASS 
1. Learn the elements of mass casualty situations as well as how to best implement responses.   
2. Study case histories of disasters around the world and the lessons that have been learned from 

these incidents.   

7.11 -  OFFICER TRAINING 

SUMMARY  
Members wishing to become an Officer must first take most of the other training offered by the 
Patrol.  If they are accepted as an Officer, they then have another Handbook to study and have several 
all-day training classes on leadership and management to prepare them for their new 
responsibilities.  Their training also includes material on effective field leadership. 

 

7.12 -  MISSION COORDINATION 

I. BASIC MISSION COORDINATION 
1. Basic instruction in mission coordination is offered to all members who wish to attend.   
2. The training serves two purposes.   

a. First, the training familiarizes members with all of the functions at a search base to give 
them a fundamental understanding of all of the elements needed to manage a search. 

b. Second, there are times when a search is called and a trained Mission Coordinator is not 
available.  At those times an Officer will have to start, and run part of, a mission.  In the past, 
members of the Command Staff have started many missions and have done quite well. 

 

II. OTHER SAR TRAINING COURSES 
1. In addition to the Mission Coordinator training provided by the Patrol there are many state and 

national courses that may be taken by members who wish to learn more about this aspect of 
search and rescue.  The Chief and the Directors will have information about these courses.   

2. Some are listed here: 
a. Managing a Land Search Operation (MLSO).  This is a course is offered by the National 

Association for Search and Rescue (NASAR).   
b. Urban Search Management.  This course is offered by the National Association for Search and 

Rescue (NASAR).   
c. National Search and Rescue School - taught by the Air Force and Coast Guard 
d. Specialized courses such as:  Plans Section Chief, Incident Command (several courses), 

Incident Command Management, and Emergency Management 
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7.13 -  DRIVER’S TRAINING 

SUMMARY  
The State of Colorado requires certain minimum standards for the safe operation of any vehicle on 
Colorado roads.  The Patrol also has some standards for any person wishing to drive on training 
activities or missions.  Refer to the “Driving and Team Vehicle Policy” for further information. 

I. DEFENSIVE DRIVING 
1. This program teaches basic defensive driving.  The class differs from police training as it 

emphasizes safety, safe habits, specific ways to handle unusual conditions, and common sense 
driving rules. 

2. This class is required for those wishing to drive on Patrol functions.  This is a classroom session. 
 

II. FIELD DRIVING  
1. Officers wishing to drive Patrol vehicles are required to take additional training in handling an 

emergency vehicle, Patrol reports, and vehicle operations. 
2. Driving skills must be demonstrated on the road before any Officer is allowed to drive Patrol 

vehicles.  Members do not drive Patrol vehicles.  Warrants that are certified may drive Patrol 
vehicles if trained Officers are not present.   
 

III. DRIVING VIOLATION REQUALIFICATION 
1. Members approved to drive on Patrol functions who either begin to receive multiple traffic 

citations or drive in such a manner as to be dangerous in the eyes of the Chief, or other members, 
may have their driving privilege revoked or restricted until they take additional training.   

2. This training is developed on an ‘as needed’ basis to ensure the safety of all members. 
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7.14 -  EMERGENCY SERVICES SUPPORT TEAMS 

I. FIRE TEAM 
1. Members are trained to assist fire departments at emergency scenes.  Special training is 

provided on how to change air bottles, locate equipment and secure fire scenes. 
2. Members who have this training may sign up to ride with stations of the Littleton Fire 

Department. 
3. Under NO circumstances are they permitted in or on a burning building! 

 

II. POLICE TEAM 
1. Members interested in law enforcement may take the police team training classes.   
2. They may then sign up to ride with the Littleton Police Department and the Arapahoe County 

Sheriff’s Office.   
3. They do NOT become involved in confrontations, but serve as observers and to help with area 

security and traffic direction. 
 

III. REHAB 12 BASIC TRAINING 
1. In order to operate or drive Rehab 12, a member must complete training about the basic 

operation of the vehicle and its contents. 
2. Training includes pressurized air tanks, air brakes, and complex mechanical pressurized lifting 

systems.  
3. Training includes how these work, what to do if they fail, and how to properly and safely use 

them. 
4. The cascade air system requires proper training on filling air bottles for firefighters and filling 

the REHAB 12 unit itself.  Improper filling of either may cause serious injury or death. 
 

IV. REHAB 12 DRIVER TRAINING 
1. In order to drive Rehab 12, a formal field driver training class must be taken in the Littleton Area.  

Driving the vehicle requires specialized training to understand how the vehicle differs from 
normal vehicles in its operation and driving capabilities. 

2. A Practical Driving Test must be passed upon completion of the training. 
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8 -  OPERATIONS 
The operations section deals with the primary mission of the Patrol.  Procedures for other missions, such as fire 
assist, security, etc., are presented in other training outlines distributed during the specific training courses. 

8.1 -  PRIMARY MISSION – SEARCH AND RESCUE 

I. RECEIPT OF THE CALL 
1. The most effective key to successful emergency operations is quick mobilization and dispatch.  A 

major goal of the Patrol is to make this smooth and efficient.  Persons not normally involved in 
emergencies become disorganized when an emergency occurs. 

2. The Patrol cannot afford to have this happen, for emergency responses are part of its “normal” 
operations - similar to the responses of police and fire departments.  Therefore, mobilization 
should be well understood, practiced regularly, and carefully critiqued.   

3. The general procedures for activating the Patrol are: 
a. Littleton Fire dispatchers provide the Patrol with 24 hour answering service.  Agencies 

needing the service of the Patrol call the fire emergency line - 303-794-1555. 
b. Upon receipt of a call the dispatchers notify a member of the Patrol who is serving as the “On 

Call”.   
c. The On Call member calls the requesting agency and secures information on the nature of 

the call, its urgency, the location for response, and the number of members needed. 
d. The On Call then calls out the members needed for the particular mission. 

 

II. CALL OUT SEQUENCE 
1. The member receiving the mission request determines who shall be called and converts the 

mission notification into a code that is sent by telephone, pager, and radio voice messaging.   
2. Use of the code simplifies the calling procedure. 

a. The color in the code specifies nature of the call: 
(1) Red - Respond immediately.  Report to Headquarters unless another site is noted. 
(2) Yellow - Stand By.  There may be a call.  Stay by phone/pager and check gear. 
(3) White - Cancellation.  The mission will not go or has been completed. 
(4) Blue – Practice Mission. REQUIRED for all members. 

b. The letter portion of the code specifies the type of mission to determine the type of response 
as well as the special gear that may be needed. 
(1) A - Search - short duration - “A” packs - dress for the weather 
(2) C - Search - long term - back country - “C” gear - 48 hours food and water 

c. A basic call would be “Red C”.  Members must NOT ask for any additional information.  
Respond to Headquarters or another specified location.  More information will be provided, 
as it is needed. 

3. The first call is generally to the Senior Officer and he or she will call the rest of the Command 
Staff.  Only essential information is given – the nature of the call and where to report. 

4. Team Officers are notified next and they pass the call to their team members.   
a. Patrol pagers are activated.  However, members do not always get a page.  
b.  Officers are responsible for notifying their members by phone.   

5. When members receive the call they secure their gear and respond to Headquarters unless they 
are told to respond somewhere else.  Time is critical.  Members must not call back or call 
Headquarters for more information.  “Red C” is all a member needs to know to get moving! 

6. Members sign in at Headquarters and at the Mission Base when they arrive.  No one may sign in 
for another member. 

7. An Officer may be assigned to work at Headquarters.   
a. This Officer logs all members going on the mission and outlines rides on the board, puts 

Littleton Base in service, and sees the members off.   
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b. The Officer then makes additional calls for members who have not arrived. 
c. The Officer at Headquarters notifies the Communications Center, the Chief (if he or she is not 

responding), and the On Call to advise that a mission is in progress and that Littleton Base is 
in service.  All further calls for the Patrol will be routed through Littleton Base for the 
duration of the mission. 

8. A radio log is started and maintained for the duration of the mission. 
9. Other Officers secure gear and load the vehicles.  Members must have their “A” packs with them 

in the vehicle in which they are riding. 
10. An Advance Team is started at once.  Most other vehicles depart from Headquarters in a convoy.  

All drivers should know in advance where they are going and the best route to get there.  Each 
vehicle should have a Patrol radio. 
 

III. ANATOMY OF A SEARCH 
The first unit at any search - generally the Advance Team - secures the details from the reporting 
party, establishes the site for the Mission Base, and identifies the Incident Commander.  This may be 
a Patrol Coordinator or may be a law enforcement officer or, on some major missions, a state search 
coordinator.  This sequence will not always work, however experience has found it to be the best way 
to manage the different stages of a search. 

1. When the members arrive at Mission Base they wait until an Officer checks in to receive the 
search assignments.  Members must stay out of the Base itself.  A staging area is established for 
members.  They assemble there, check their gear, and wait for assignment. 

2. The Incident Commander secures as much information as possible about the missing person(s).  
Search patterns, areas to search, and assignments are developed. 

3. Officers will be briefed on the mission.  The members are broken up into field teams with an 
Officer.  Generally, these are not the same as the teams on the Patrol roster. 

4. Team Leaders brief their team on the details of the missing person(s), the area to be searched, 
the type of search to be used, and potential hazards in the search area.  Each search team checks 
out at the Mission Base and starts searching. 

5. Returning to Mission Base, members check in and go to their staging area for food and rest while 
the Team Leader reports to the Incident Commander for debriefing and reassignment.  This cycle 
is repeated until the search is terminated or suspended. 

6. Before leaving the Mission Base, all members meet for a critique.  Good and bad points are 
mentioned.  Members must “tell it like it is”.  Missed search areas are noted.  Problems are 
discussed.  However, the critique must be constructive with the goal of improvement on future 
missions. 

7. All units involved in a search - the Patrol, Alpine SAR, Civil Air Patrol, etc. must be credited for 
their work on the mission and no unit identified as the “find team” for public information - unless 
the mission is strictly a Patrol mission.  Whenever possible, media reports will tell of a find, the 
conditions, and the teams involved.  (If the victim is not in an area assigned to a particular team 
they will not find the victim!) 

8. Team members must not give individual press releases.  The Incident Commander will make 
these.  Members may tell the media what THEY did (i.e. searched up Buffalo Creek) but not 
discuss the overall mission.  The Incident Commander will make regular press releases. 

9. After leaving the Mission Base members will return to Headquarters for further debriefing, to 
clean and store gear, to service the vehicles, and to be dismissed. 
 

IV. PREPLANNING BY MEMBERS 
1. During call outs, members must always be by the phone if they receive a ‘Yellow’ call.  When 

calling members, if they are not home a message should be left with a family member or on an 
answering machine.   

2. If a member hears about a call but does not receive it, the member should call Headquarters to 
get the information.  Do not call dispatch! 
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3. Members must brief parents and family members on the mobilization system and the 
importance of calls.  Urge them to write down messages and attempt to contact the member 
immediately. 

4. Members should make sure parents know where they are at all times so they can be contacted in 
case of a mission. 

5. If a member is out of town for more than one day working at a specific location, their Officer 
must know how to reach them. 

6. A single member at each school will be designated as the contact for all members in that school 
and this member must have updated schedules for all members at that school.  This member will 
be contacted if the Patrol is needed during school hours.  Members with pagers must still check 
out of school as they depart. 

7. In order to safeguard against false calls, the Officer or a member receiving a request for a search 
should attempt to confirm the call if they do not recognize the caller.   
a. If the member is not sure who the caller is, simply state “verify”.   
b. The caller should then respond with a number corresponding to the current month.  (i.e. a 

caller on the 10th of June would verify by stating “Code 6” - June being the 6th month) 
8. Members receiving a Yellow Alert will make arrangements to be where they can be contacted 

should a Red Alert be sent out.  The telephone must be kept clear for incoming calls. 
9. If a member arrives at Headquarter and the Patrol has already left, the member may be kept at 

Headquarters for one of several functions:  in town calls, a second crew, relief, or to assist 
whoever is operating Headquarters. 

10. NEVER call the Communications Center (Littleton Police and Fire) or any other law enforcement 
agency trying to get information about a mission.  Call someone else in the Patrol or call 
Headquarters.  Also, make sure family members DO NOT CALL the Communications center.  
Generally, the in town coordinator will have members at Headquarters call parents to update 
them on a mission and when to expect members back. 

11. Members driving on a mission may pull into the Headquarters parking lot to load.  Parents 
dropping off members may do so in front, but be mindful of other emergency vehicles coming or 
leaving the station.   

12. Members will receive ‘availability checks’ during times when a mission may occur (severe 
weather, holidays, etc.).  This helps find out who is available if the Patrol is called.  If you tell 
Headquarters you are available, remain near your phone or tell Headquarters where you will be.  
(You may tell Headquarters, “I will be on my pager”.) 

13. For fast breaking local calls (a missing child in town, etc.) members may be dispatched directly to 
the scene, however sometimes lost persons are found during mobilization.  Members arriving at 
a scene and finding no one there should check with Headquarters and/or return home. 

14. Emergency response is no joke.  No one should EVER send out an intentional false call.  This is 
serious enough that a member placing an intentional false call WILL face immediate disciplinary 
action with a possible recommendation to the Board of Directors for dismissal from the Patrol. 
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V. COMMUNICATIONS 
1. General 

a. This is the most important area of emergency operations training.  The ability to 
communicate accurately - in mobilizing, in briefings, and during field operations - is vital to 
the success of any mission. 

b. Communications involves not only being able to send a message, but also making sure the 
receiver understands the message. 

c. Some specific information on communications is noted below.  All members MUST read AND 
STUDY the article “Sending and Receiving Messages - The Art of Communications” that is 
given to each member during Basic Training. 

 
2. Radio Communications 

a. Two-way radios will be used on most searches.  The Patrol has radios on a number of 
frequencies.  Specific radios are not listed here, for this will change from time to time.  Use of 
Patrol radios is restricted.  They may be used ONLY by authority of the Chief or Senior 
Officer present and ONLY by members who have completed the communications training 
offered by the Patrol.  

b. The Patrol does not use Citizen’s Band (CB) radios.  There are several reasons.  First, it is 
difficult to get a clear channel for very critical search and rescue work.  Second, others 
monitoring the channel may come to the scene and complicate the mission.  The Patrol uses 
the mountain rescue frequency - 155.160 MHz - and has a license (KVI-604) for that 
frequency.  However, because of the great increase in cell phone use, the CB channels are no 
longer as busy as in the past.  In some special cases CB radios may be used for a special 
assignment. 

c. Members having CB radios may use them to alert each other of activities, but must NEVER 
use them for Patrol business to give details of a mission, the location of a mission, or the 
location of an in town call without approval of the Chief or a Director authorizing a special 
use.  Members must advise the Communications Officer if they have CB radios. 
 

3. Codes 
a. Unfortunately, there is little uniformity in the different codes used in emergency work.  It is 

common practice at this time to use them rarely.  Common language is used in the structure 
of the Incident Command System now being used and a single management system for all 
emergency operations.  Training with the Incident Command System (ICS) is presented 
regularly to all members. 

b. The Ten-Code is being phased out.  However, it still has some value in brevity and clarity.  
Members are supplied with code cards that have the main codes.  (For example, sometimes it 
is easier to use “10-9” instead of saying, “I’m sorry, I did not understand your last message”.) 

5. Search Codes - Used nationally by search and rescue teams, these codes must be learned and 
used.  Unfortunately, there is come conflict with law enforcement codes.  (i.e. 10-4 is OK while 
Code 4 is a fatal)  Members using these codes must be sure the receiving party understands 
which code is being used.  A pocket code card is available to print from the ARP Members Only 
website under the Administrative section.  The document is titled Code Card. 

(1) Code 1 - Victim found - victim OK, no additional help needed 
(2) Code 2 - Victim found - injured - send personnel and equipment 
(3) Code 3 - Emergency - member in trouble - send help at once 
(4) Code 4 - Victim found dead 
(5) Code 5 - Clear the area - all unauthorized personnel should turn off radios, move away 

from spectators before taking the call - confidential information 
(6) Code 7 - Team is taking a break/rest stop 
(7) Code 2-1 - Assemble at this location 
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8.2 -  SPECIAL TEAMS – FIELD TEAMS 

SUMMARY 
The primary responsibility for all members is to be fully active on their field team.  Members may 
also wish to on one or more of the Special Teams.  All members are encouraged to do so, for they will 
receive much more training and can participate in more of the Patrol missions.   

All members may support Special Team activities (i.e. all members go on a rock rescue call), but only 
the Special Team members will do the specialized work required.   

The criteria and requirements for different specialties are listed below.  Training outlines are 
available for each of the classes taught. 

I. HEADQUARTERS OPERATIONS 
Revised May 10, 2006 

1. During a mission and at certain other times during the year Patrol Headquarters is activated to 
manage the flow of information, assist the field teams, and to work in-town activities - such as 
the 4th of July and New Year’s Eve. 

2. There will always be an Officer, Associate, Graduate, or Director present during such activations.  
Personnel will work the base radio, keep the radio log, make and take phone calls, use the 
resource file, and acquire whatever support is needed. 

3. Members must be considerate of the fire fighters and remain as quiet as possible.    Headquarters 
must be kept clean and neat during all operations. 

4. Headquarters is available to the Patrol by the authority of the City of Littleton.  It is the city 
Alternate Emergency Operations Center.  Use of the room by city personnel automatically takes 
priority over any and all Patrol activities. 

5. Headquarters must be set up to meet the needs of the mission.  Radio and phone positions must 
be staffed.  Maps are laid out on tables and the marker board is used to plot member locations.  
Members not working the mission must not disturb those working radios and phones. 

6. Functions of members include, but are not limited to: 
a. Maintaining accurate radio logs 
b. Acquiring press releases from the Incident Commander and distributing them to the news 

media or referring the news media to Mission Base 
c. Calling through the Patrol to determine who is available to go on the mission or cover in-

town calls 
d. Dispatching in-town calls  
e. Calling parents of those on the mission to advise on the status of the mission and when to 

expect members to return - especially if they are staying overnight 
f. Contacting schools with information on who is on the mission 

7. Parking at Headquarters is restricted.  Park in the shopping center on the east side of Broadway 
and cross at the traffic light.   

 

II. TECHNICAL RESCUE TEAM (ROCK TEAM) 
1. Rock Team member functions: 

a. Perform evacuations and recoveries requiring technical equipment 
b. Search areas requiring technical climbing skills 
c. Provide support for non-rock incidents such as river rescues or litter evacuations from 

buildings 
2. Members must: 

a. Demonstrate to the Rock Team leader that they are able to endure extended mountain 
operations at high altitudes in rocky terrain with adequate equipment and mental stability 

b. Be skilled in rock rescue techniques taught in Patrol training classes 
c. Complete training, including: 
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(1) Hold current Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and Wilderness First Aid (WFA) 
certifications (or higher) according to current team standards 

(2) Complete the Communications training course 
d. Study manuals on technical rescue, which are adapted to our particular terrain   
e. Demonstrate their ability to use all necessary Patrol equipment 

3. Members of the Rock Team may serve as Support members - assisting with equipment, ropes 
and anchor systems or as Rescue members who do the actual rock rescues work.  The Rock Team 
Leader makes the final decision as to whether a member is Support or Rescue qualified. 
 

III. WINTER OPERATIONS TEAM 
1. Members will be involved in winter operations in very cold weather including winter mountain 

searches, avalanches, airplane crashes, in-town calls, etc.  However, if the weather is extremely 
bad - a decision made only by the Chief - then ONLY members of the winter operations team will 
be involved in that particular mission.  Other members will work in base camp or at 
Headquarters. 

2. The team leader’s evaluation of equipment and training of members will be the final criteria for 
membership in the team.  Members must be fully equipped to operate for long periods of time at 
a chill factor of -60°F.  Gear checks will be required.   

3. Required standards, policies, and equipment can be found in the Winter Operations Policy. 
4. Members are required to complete team training in winter operations - classroom and field - as 

well as avalanche training and winter crash rescue training. 
 

IV. COMMUNICATIONS TEAM 
1. Team members handle communications on field missions as well as in-town activities.   
2. They are trained to: 

a. Operate radios at Headquarters 
b. Operate field radios 
c. Assist in the Littleton Communications Center 
d. Work as radio relays 
e. Serve as couriers in the Communications Center, Headquarters, and Emergency Operations 

Centers 
3. Requirements 

a. Complete the Communications class and the course in Headquarters activation 
b. Participate in at least two missions/activations - field or Headquarters 
c. Have approval of the Communications Team Leader 
d. Pass a written test 
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8.3 -  SPECIAL TEAMS – IN-TOWN 

SUMMARY 
NO member will be allowed to participate in Fire or Police Team activities unless they are already 
active in search and rescue training and responses. 

All members will respond to fire calls and accidents as needed.  The Patrol has formed two in-town 
specialty teams to allow members to secure additional training opportunities in emergency services - 
the Fire Team and the Police Team.  Neither team is to be considered as a replacement for search and 
rescue operations.  Those are the primary mission of the Patrol. 

I. FIRE TEAM 
1. Requirements 

a. Members of the Fire Team have the opportunity of learning more about the fire service and 
may also (if scheduled) ride on the fire apparatus with the fire fighters. 

b. To become a member of the Fire Team a member must complete the basic training course 
taught by the fire fighters of the Littleton Fire Department.  In addition, they must have the 
approval of the Fire Team Leader before riding on the apparatus or spending time at a fire 
station.  ‘Dropping in’ at a fire station just to hang around is not permitted. 

c. The Fire Team Leader will make the final decision as to which members may be permitted to 
ride on a regularly scheduled basis. 
 

2. Riding procedures – Fire Team 
a. Riding will be coordinated with the Chief, the Fire Team Leader, and the respective fire 

departments.  If, for any reason, the member cannot ride when scheduled, the member must 
advise both the fire station involved and the Fire Team Leader.  Unscheduled riding is not 
permitted. 

b. Patrol missions and training override Fire Team operations.  If a member is riding and 
becomes involved in a fire call, the member will finish the call and then report if a mission is 
received. 

c. Members will report to ride between 0800 and 0900.  Members will remain on duty at the 
station no later than 1900 hours unless the Station Captain approves a later riding time. 

d. No member will spend the night at a fire station. 
e. No member will hang around at any fire station unless assigned to ride.  Assistance at the end 

of a fire call is permitted by members not scheduled to ride. 
f. While riding, the member will be under the supervision of the Station Officer. 
g. Members are expected to assist at the station as well as handle special duties at emergency 

scenes.  The Station Officer will determine the extent of their assistance at emergency scenes. 
h. Members are expected to be in complete uniform and well groomed.  Ties are not a part of the 

uniform when riding. 
i. Members will have the following equipment when riding:  

(1) Traffic vest 
(2) Flashlight with cone 
(3) Clothing for the weather 
(4) In-town gear 
(5) In-town gear may remain at the station.  Other gear should be carried on the apparatus. 

j. Members are expected to pay their share of the cost if they eat at the station.  If they do not 
plan to do so, they should bring their own food. 

k. Any problems encountered while riding must be reported at once to the Fire Team Leader.  Do 
not discuss them with other members. 

l. Liability waivers may be required by some fire departments. 
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II. POLICE TEAM 
1. Requirements 

a. Members are assigned to ride with the Littleton Police Department and the Arapahoe County 
Sheriff’s Office by the Police Team Leader.  A monthly sign up is done at the General Meeting.  
The member will assist law enforcement officers with logging entries, radio operations, crowd 
control, and other procedures at incident sites.  They will not become directly involved in 
hazardous incidents. 

b. Duties of members while riding will vary from officer to officer.  Thus, members do only what 
they are told to do by the officer with whom they are riding. 

c. To become a member of the Police Team a member must successfully complete probation.  
The member must be active in field search and rescue before taking on these additional duties.  
The member must also complete the Police Team training program taught by Patrol Officers 
and law enforcement personnel. 

d. The Police Team Leader has the final authority to determine which members may ride with 
law enforcement agencies. 

2. Riding Procedures – Police Team 
a. Members are expected to be in complete uniform and well groomed. 
b. Minimum equipment includes 

(1) Traffic vest 
(2) Flashlight with cone 
(3) Clothing for the weather 
(4) Pen and paper 
(5) Because of limited space, Emergency Care gear and in-town gear will not be carried in the 

patrol car 
c. Patrol missions and training override Police Team activities.  Once a member can clear from a 

law enforcement activity the member is expected to report to Headquarters if a mission is in 
progress. 

d. Any problems encountered while riding must be reported at once to the Police Team Leader.  
Do not discuss them with other members. 
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8.4 -  SEARCH PROCEDURES 
An outline of search procedures and a reminder of some of the specific considerations are presented here to 
supplement field search training. 

I. GENERAL PROCEDURES 
1. Local authorities determine that a search or rescue condition exists and call for a mission.  The 

Patrol will not respond unless requested by a local authority (i.e. police officer, sheriff, search 
team leader, etc.) except when automatic response policies permit the Chief to authorize a 
response. 

2. Search units, when called, respond to the area - generally the last seen point.  Local authorities 
may run the mission themselves or appoint an individual to act as the Incident Commander.  It is 
always presumed that a crime has been committed and an investigation is started immediately.  

3. The Advance Team attempts to get as much information as possible when it arrives - often 
beginning the victim profile while still in town.  This may include arranging to secure scent 
articles.   

4. The Incident Commander works with the authorities and leaders from the individual units 
responding to set up the Mission Base and establish the search plan.   

5. The Patrol will be given specific areas to search with instructions on search patterns, timetables, 
and search intensity (baby vs. hunter or missing person vs. evidence search). 

6. Search team leaders must return to Mission Base able to report the level of coverage of their 
search area, the extent of the search, and the clues found. 

7. Returning to Mission Base after completing an assigned search area - the members return to 
their staging area for rest, food, and reassignment or to return home. 

8. Patrol members are carefully debriefed after each search and report any clues they found as well 
as areas that may need to be re-searched. 

9. At the end of the search, and before leaving Mission Base, all members account for their 
equipment, critique the operation, and check out. 

 

II. TYPES OF SEARCHES 
In researching the history of search and rescue, 64 different types of search patterns are identified.  
Attempting to use all of these would be impossible.  The primary methods of searching used by the 
Patrol and more generally in the State of Colorado are described here.  Note that “names” are 
dangerous and can be misleading.  A ’line search’ may mean one thing to a new Team Officer, 
something different to a Mission Coordinator, and something entirely different for members of other 
teams.  Thus, a careful description of the search pattern to be used is important. 

1. Eyeball Search.  Team goes to the highest point and views the terrain for any sign of the victim 
or any evidence showing the victim’s location (i.e. smoke from a campfire). 

2. Advance Team.  The first team to respond to a Mission Base.  Members try to establish the last 
seen point (LSP).  They begin to develop the victim profile, interview the reporting party and 
may conduct some searching in the immediate vicinity.  They are responsible for determining the 
site for the Mission Base with adequate space for search teams, support units, a heliport, parking, 
etc. 

3. Team Search.  Also called a Hasty Search.  Usually involving 3-4 members.  The team moves fast 
with wide spacing to cover an assigned area rather rapidly.  Generally, used only at the start of a 
search operation. 

4. Scratch Search.  Team checks out obvious points where the victim may be - areas around the 
last seen point - to try to determine a direction of travel or whether the victim was even in the 
area.  Members often walk a wide circle around the last seen point or camp. 

5. Trail Search.  The primary search method.  The search teams are sent along obvious routes of 
travel.  This may be a marked trail, the sides of a creek, along a ridge, etc.  Members spread out.  
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They concentrate on searching for tracks, clues, etc. as well as calling for the victim.  They check 
obstacles - brush, rocks, etc. - and note areas that may need further searching. 

6. Line Search (also Grid Search).  Spacing is determined by Mission Base.  Not usually used in 
field searches because it is so labor intensive.  It is very effective due to close spacing and is used 
extensively in criminal/evidence searches.  Members line up and move together with 15 or 20 in 
a line.  Spacing may be two feet or six yards depending on what the searchers want to find.  It is 
very efficient, but only over a small area.  Repeated searches at right angles are sometimes used.  
Flagging is placed to show the areas searched. 

7. Mobile Search.  Searching in vehicles on roads, trails, open fields, etc.  Can be used for 
containment or to try to locate a victim’s vehicle. 

8. In-Town Searching.   Members are assigned sections of city blocks, parks, shopping malls, 
drainages, creeks, railroad tracks, etc.  This may involve door to door contacts (usually two 
members in uniform).  Homeowners are alerted to the search and asked to search their own 
homes and yards.  If no one is home the residence must be revisited later.  Searchers see what 
they can without entering private property or climbing fences. 

 

III. TYPES OF TERRAIN (CLIMBING) 
1. These classifications are used in mountain rescue and should be known by all members: 

a. Normal walking - open country with no hazards 
b. Rough trail hiking - steep country - some exposure on high places 
c. Rougher terrain - scrambling un-roped - boulder hopping with hands for balance 
d. Technical climbing with team members roped but using no hardware 
e. Technical climbing with team members roped and using hardware 
f. Technical climbing with team members roped, hardware, and direct aid 

2. There ARE two other classifications not generally encountered in Colorado search areas: 
a. Overhanging sand dunes 
b. Overhanging waves 

 

IV. SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS 
1. Members will be involved in night searches.  Members must have adequate flashlights with spare 

batteries.  A headlamp is good.  One set of batteries will not last an entire night. 
2. If dogs will be used it is important to restrict the search area somewhat until they arrive.  

Searching should be done, but non-searchers should stay out of the area.  Scent articles should be 
obtained.  These articles should have touched the victim’s skin (underwear, pillowcase, etc.) and 
should not have been handled by any other person.  Plastic bags should be used to handle the 
scent articles.  Keep the articles away from strong scent items and strong odors - such as 
gasoline. 

3. In many cases, searchers will have air support or an airlift.  Searchers must know where they are 
and be able to relay accurate coordinates of their location at any time. 

4. During an airlift to a search area members will wear helmets, eye protection and ear protection, 
and have all of their gear in their hands.  When approaching or leaving a helicopter, always enter 
and exit from the front of the aircraft.  Never move until the pilot or a crew member instructs you 
to do so.  If a back loading ramp is used, the member will receive special instructions. 

5. All items found in a search area must be reported.  Unless otherwise instructed, their location 
should be flagged and marked on the team map.  If told to bring the evidence into Base Camp it 
should be protected.  Carrying plastic bags is recommended. 

6. In a search area, family and/or friends of the missing person will probably be present.  Listen to 
conversations and discussions by these people for additional search information.  Also, be careful 
of your own comments.  Remain professional.  If talking to a relative or friend, limit your 
discussion to interviewing and/or explaining basic search patterns. 

7. A standby crew (often called the Bash Team) will always remain in base with medical care and 
evacuation equipment to assist when the victim is found.  This team should include the most 
highly trained members in Emergency Care and patient packaging. 
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8. When a victim is located, he or she should not walk out unless it is absolutely certain that doing 
so will not harm the victim.  Remember that Rescue Shock is always a possibility.  The victim has 
remained alert and tense until the rescuers find him or her.  Then, the victim relaxes, everything 
is OK and a shocky condition may develop quite rapidly. 
a. Radio the find to mission base and send runners to lead other personnel to the victim.  The 

runners must know their way back to camp and be able to mark their route back to the 
victim.  The runners should use flagging.  NEVER use only one runner! 

b. If the medical condition of the victim allows, consider food and/or water - but not too fast.  If 
there is any doubt, evacuate the victim in a litter. 

9. Make no guesses regarding the victim.  Even aged persons will cover great distances when lost.  
Do NOT assume the subject has gone downhill, or in any other direction.  Much has been written 
about the psychology of lost person.  Statistics are beginning to show some general behavior 
patterns, but leave their use to the Incident Commander.  If you are assigned to search an area 
presume the victim is IN that area and you will do a better job of searching. 

10. When searching, team members should regularly call the name of the missing person.  However, 
it must be quiet on the search team after the call to listen for a response. 

11. While the search is in progress family members may be asked to remain at the victim’s home and 
regular checks will be made to see if the victim has called in or returned home. 

12. A member may be assigned to remain with the family and/or friends who are in base.  Talk with 
them and assure them that everything is being done.  Attempt to keep the family and friends 
from searching on their own.  Impress them with the need for them to be present in Base Camp 
when the victim is found. 

13. A missing person may be embarrassed, frightened, or hiding.  When searching, occasionally look 
behind you and check in trees, on and behind rocks, under brush, and in any structures along the 
route. 

14. KEEP SEARCHING.  You may think it is hopeless, but missing persons have turned up alive after 
two months! 

15. During the search, mobile perimeter patrols may be established to be sure of finding the victim if 
he or she has walked out to a road.  This practice is known as containment.  In a major mission, 
the Incident Commander will make this assignment.  At the start of a mission be sure to start 
these mobile patrols around the search area as soon as possible. 

16. Be careful of the terrain being covered.  The safety of the searchers is the first consideration.  If 
an area is found to be too dangerous to check, call for the proper team.  Only trained rock 
personnel should check cliffs and all caves and mines will be checked ONLY by those trained to 
do such searches.  Special teams will be called in.  The Patrol does NOT search caves or mines. 

17. Tracking is an art.  Those who know the open country can tell if a person has passed by signs 
along creeks, on steep hills, and in tall grass.  Check for such signs.  Look for dropped objects and 
stop periodically to smell for any unusual odor.  Never drop any personal items of your own.  
Other search teams may find them and consider them a clue.  Chewing gum?  The wrapper MUST 
go in your pocket or pack!!! 
 

V. FATALITIES 
Be careful anytime a fatality is located.  It is important to carefully notify Mission Base of what you 
have found in a manner that does not alarm everyone else in the Base.  A simple, calm voice stating: 
“We will be stopping for a Code 4 break at (location)” will do fine to alert the Base without alerting 
untrained listeners. 

1. Body Handling - It is also important how the body is handled 
a. One person should approach the body and confirm death. 
b. Others must back off and set up a security perimeter.  Display flagging around this perimeter 

to mark its boundaries. 
c. Carefully mark the approach route of the searcher and do not disturb any evidence (tracks, 

camping gear, weapons, etc.). 
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d. Note (in writing) the time of day, the condition of the area, any objects near the body, 
weather, temperature, a sketch of the scene and the body, exact location, and any other 
information you can secure.  Particularly, check for any weapons on or near the body. 

e. Triangulate the exact location with relation to known landmarks.  The use of a Global 
Positioning Satellite instrument is a good way to identify the position. 

f. Do not touch the body, except to confirm death. 
g. Keep your notes - dated and signed - for future use by the coroner. 
h. If the authorities request that the Patrol evacuate the body and do not plan to come to the 

scene, make a careful search of the area and take all objects that might be relevant.  Note the 
location of each object on the map and your sketch.  Take pictures, if possible.  Mark the area 
so you can find it again and mark the route back to base. 

i. When returning a body to Base Camp, stop a distance away from Base and check on the 
location of family and friends.  Make sure the body is in a body bag and completely covered.  
The Coroner may decide to meet the evacuation team away from Base to accept the body.   

j. Make identification via wallet or other items on the body, if possible.  Be sure others witness 
what you do.  Turn items over to the Coroner or law enforcement officials - never to relatives 
- and secure a written receipt for the items.  Especially receive a written notice of money that 
is found on the body or at the scene.  Release the body only to proper authorities or remain 
with it until the authorities arrive.  This maintains the chain of evidence. 

k. Do not cover the body at the scene unless instructed to do so by the authorities.   
l. Debrief and consider incident stress that may be present among the members involved. 

2. Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD) 
a. If at any time after participation on any Patrol mission members exhibit any stress related 

symptoms (nightmares, loss of appetite, depression, etc.) or feel the need to talk about their 
feelings, they should not hesitate.  All Directors and other members are available to assist.  

b. If it becomes necessary, problems may be referred to professional counselors.   
c. Members should ask for assistance any time they are suffering ill effects after a stressful call. 

 

VI. TRANSPORATATION 
1. Transportation to and from meetings is the responsibility of the individual member.  However, 

team Officers can assist in securing rides. 
2. Search transportation is usually arranged at Headquarters.  An Officer will be assigned to 

arrange rides for each mission. 
3. If members are asked to go directly to an in-town call, they must secure their own transportation 

to the scene. 
4. Drivers may request reimbursement for long travel missions - over 50 miles one way.  This does 

not release riders from offering to assist with expenses.  These costs are limited to the actual cost 
of fuel and oil used. 
 

VII. FIELD INTERROGATION 
A tricky term.  It may imply a potential crime.  “Investigation” and “Interviewing” are used in public 
areas.  Within the Patrol “Interrogation” is an appropriate term. 

1. Generally, interrogation of relatives, friends, and persons in the area will be done by mission 
leaders or law enforcement personnel.  Members, however, may do interrogation at the Base 
Camp, if assigned the task, and must interrogate those they meet in the field during a search - 
hikers, campers, etc. 

2. Sometimes, members may be asked to do some interrogation because it has been found that 
family members and friends may respond better to casual conversation with rescuers than 
formal discussion with law enforcement officials.  In this way, reporting discrepancies may be 
discovered (i.e. parents may indicate no problems with a child while friends may say they have 
had a major argument). 
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3. Forms will be filled out by a member of the mission overhead staff to develop a “victim profile” 
that will help in determining search strategy and tactics.  Search patterns will be developed from 
the information gathered.  They will not directly affect the regular members, but will be studied 
in detail during coordinator training. 
 

VIII. LINE MARKING PROCEDURES 
1. Overview 

a. Any member may serve as an anchor person for a team on a line search.  As a result, all 
members should be familiar with marking search patterns and search lines. 

b. Line marking is used to determine the end of a search pattern.  Large areas are usually 
assigned and a team makes several passes through the area.  It is therefore important to 
know where a team left off on its last sweep so the next sweep will not leave any area 
uncovered. 

2. Engineer’s Tape (Surveyor’s Ribbon) 
a. Generally, the Patrol uses engineer’s tape to mark search patterns, routes selected, and clues 

found.  Members should use large pieces that are visible from some distance - usually tails of 
1 to 2 feet will do.  When placing the tape, tie a knot you will be able to undo easily on the 
next pass, because you will be following your markings as you go back on the next sweep. 

b. Look back, regularly, to make sure you are able to follow your route in reverse.  The markers 
should be in a fairly straight line, if the terrain permits. 

3. General Comments 
a. Use natural terrain features as much as possible - roads, creeks, fences, etc.  In these cases no 

flagging will be needed. 
b. Do not use natural materials to create markers - piles of rock, etc.  They take too long to 

build and can easily be confused or destroyed.   
c. The member who places the markers will be the one to pick them up on the return trip.  

They should be reused on the next sweep. 
d. If, on the return trip, you are unable to find your next marker stop searching (everyone) for a 

moment until you have determined the course you are supposed to take.  We do not want to 
find major uncovered areas in a search pattern. 

e. The anchor person is doing limited searching, at best.  The assignment for that person is to 
locate the sides and ends of the search area.  Other members search for clues and the victim. 

f. On a very large search line marking is done in teams of two.  This allows the line markers to 
leapfrog and keep up with the search team. 
 

IX. BASE CAMP OPERATIONS 
1. Upon arriving at Base, all gear will be stored in a single location where the Patrol is establishing 

its staging area.  It should be removed from team vehicles and other vehicles that will be used for 
other mission activities. 

2. Car keys should be left at a central place in the staging area. 
3. The Patrol will, generally, set up a sub-base in its staging area with gear and equipment, unless it 

is running the search. 
4. A Senior Officer will always be left in Base to serve as liaison with the Mission Overhead Team.  

This member will be responsible for all gear, vehicles and accounting of team members. 
5. Camp discipline must be maintained.  It must be quiet at all times.  Members never know who 

may be around (i.e. the family, friends, the media, etc.).  All behavior in public must be relaxed 
but professional.  If members need to rest, or wish to unwind, they must do so away from the 
Mission Base. 

6. When returning to Base from a search, eat and rest.  You will need to do so because you will not 
know when you are going out again.  Do NOT leave trash in the area.  Return empty cans and 
trash to your pack or a trash container. 

7. When returning to Base, check your water supply.  It should not be less than 1/2 of your original 
water.  Remember, 1/2 of your water is for the victim. 
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8. When returning to Base, debrief in the Patrol area and then your Officers will report your 
debriefing to the Mission Base staff.  Debriefing should be very thorough.  If you are not sure 
about something - either coverage or clues - say so. 
 

X. PHOTOGRAPHY 
1. Members may wish to use cameras in the field.  If the authorities approve it, members may 

photograph or video tape the scenes of accidents, wrecks, disasters, and search missions.  
However, they may NOT release the pictures or tapes for general viewing or to the press without 
approval of the Chief, the Incident Commander, or a member of the Board of Directors. 

2. If pictures have been taken of a fatal incident, authorities must be notified and must 
receive a copy of the prints, if requested.  AT NO TIME, FOR ANY REASON, will such 
pictures be shown to anyone not a member of the Patrol or the Patrol member’s family. 

3. A copy of all mission photos and/or tapes should also accompany the mission paperwork. 
4. Photographs have caused some serious problems in the past.  Every member must consider them 

as private, personal records of an incident.  If in doubt about the use of photos, ask the Chief or a 
Director.
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9 -  RECORDS 

I. MEMBER REPORTING 
1. Response Roster - Each member will sign in on the Response Roster when arriving for any 

activity.  In the field, each member going out with a team must check out on the Response Roster 
and check in upon returning to base.  No one should sign in for another member.   
a. There will be NO exceptions to this procedure. 
b. An electronic copy of the log is available on the ARP Members website under the 

Administrative section.  The document is titled Sign-In Sheet. 
 

2. Monthly Reports - It is critical that the patrol has an accurate record of each activity in which a 
member participates.  There are several reasons.  If there is no record of an activity, liability and 
compensation protection do not apply.  It is not possible to report the number of activities and 
hours spent without this record.  ALL time spent on Patrol related activities must be recorded.  
This may be a fire call, a search, a work session at Headquarters, a public talk, work on personal 
gear and equipment, purchasing food, preparing reports, training classes, etc. 
a. An electronic copy of the monthly report form is available on the ARP Members website 

under the Administrative section.  The document is titled Monthly Report-Blank. 
b. To accurately record this information each member MUST have a pocket notebook.  Each 

activity is logged in this notebook at the time of the activity.  Otherwise, it will be forgotten 
or an address may be logged incorrectly.  At the end of each day this information is 
transferred to a monthly report form kept at home.  On the first day of each month the report 
form for the last month is delivered to the team Officer.  Officers compile a summary and 
turn it in to the Command Staff who compiles the monthly report.  This Patrol report must be 
in the hands of the Chief by the 10th of each month. 
 

II. TEAM INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS 
1. Weekly Update - There is the Weekly Update, produced by the Chief or their designee, which is 

used to distribute timely information about the Patrol on a weekly basis.  
 

2. Bulletin - The Patrol regularly distributes a Bulletin that includes a resume of activities, stories 
about missions, features, notes from Officers, calendar changes, and general information.  All 
members are urged to submit articles and information for the Bulletin.  

 
It is CRITICAL that all members carefully read all of each Weekly Update and Bulletin.  Not 
knowing of an activity or a change in the calendar is no excuse.  READ the Weekly Update and 
Bulletin and carefully log any changes to the Mobilization Sheet and calendar at once. 

III. INDIVIDUAL MEMBER RECORDS 
1. A file is kept on each member.  It includes training information, monthly report sheets, tests the 

member has taken, and other general information.  Leadership applications and commendations 
for outstanding work are included.  Notations are placed in the file of any incident where a 
member is scheduled to participate in an activity and does not show up. 

2. If a member does not attend a required meeting or signs up for a special activity and does not 
report or secure a replacement, that information is placed in the member file.  However, if any 
member is formally written up, or suspended, for any act or omission, that information cannot be 
placed in the member file without having been read and signed by the member, the Senior 
Officer, and the Chief before it is placed in the file.  Signing the report does NOT imply approval - 
merely that the member is aware of the report.  The member may - if so desired - write and place 
in the file additional or rebuttal information.  This, too, must be signed by the Senior Officer and 
the Chief. 

3. Access to member files is restricted to the Directors, Chiefs, Command Staff, and Officers of the 
member’s team.  Members may see the contents of their file at the convenience of those who 
have access to it, but such person must be present while the member checks the file.  These files 
cannot be removed from Headquarters. 
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4. It is interesting to note that these files have a long-term impact on the members.  After a member 
graduates or leaves the Patrol for any reason, this file is maintained.  Records are available on all 
members since the start of the Patrol in 1957. 

5. Many years after a member has left the Patrol their records may be accessed to provide 
information relating to a job application or a security check. 

6. As a result, members should regularly make sure the information in their files is up to date and 
quite accurate. 
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10 -  EQUIPMENT 

10.1 -  PERSONAL A AND C PACKS 
In addition to the basic Patrol uniform, members must determine their personal equipment needs according 
to their likes, preferences, and experiences.  The following information should act as a guide.  Members do not 
initially need to spend large sums of money on equipment.  Members should utilize existing equipment and 
can acquire new equipment as they gain experience. 

I. GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. Each member is responsible to prepare and maintain two packs.  The first is the A pack which shall 

be carried with the member at all times.  This serves as the primary response pack and contains all 
the items a member will need in the field.  The second is the C pack, which serves as the base camp 
pack that accompanies members on all field missions.  This pack contains everything necessary to 
sustain the member for extended periods of time.      

2. Do not bring too much equipment.  Work out your minimum needs. 
3. Durable equipment is required. Specially designed mountaineering or military equipment is much 

better than budget or cheap equipment. 
4. Packs must remain ready at all times.  Equipment should be cleaned, restocked, and packed as soon 

as a member returns from a mission or training.  The next mission may be only minutes away. 
5. Members are responsible for their personal equipment.  It should be kept in their packs and not 

spread around base camp.  Each item of personal equipment shall have the member’s name on it.  If 
an item is found in the field or at headquarters and there is no name on it, it may become the 
property of the Patrol.  An engraver is available for members to use at headquarters.  The Patrol is 
not responsible for any lost or stolen personal equipment. 

6. When returning from a mission, all gear must be taken home by its owner and made rescue ready 
regardless of the situation or time of day.  Personal gear may not be left at Patrol Headquarters. 
 

II. A PACK 
1. Required gear 

a. Clothing for the weather, rain gear, warm hat, traffic vest and work gloves.   
b. Survival kit - weather proof matches or lighter and tinder, utility cord, water purification, basic 

first aid kit, whistle, compass, bivouac (survival blanket) 
c. Food - a 24 hour supply (for two people) of high energy light weight snacks, dehydrated food, 

etc. based on the dietary requirements and tastes of the individual member 
d. Water - at least one quart.  A water bladder (Camelback or similar) in addition to a wide mouth 

one-quart container is suggested.   
e. Lighting devices:  Flashlight with extra batteries (minimum 120 lumens), headlamp 
f. Knife. A multi-tool is recommended. Folding knives may be worn in the member’s pocket or on 

the belt.  Sheath knives must be carried inside the member’s pack.   
g. Flagging – to mark during a search 
h. Special seasonal gear - winter clothing, gloves, etc. 

2. Suggested gear 
a. Advanced medical gear as the member is trained to use it 
b. Signaling devices such as smoke, mirror, etc. 
c. GPS 
d. Water filter 
e. Tarp 
f. Gaiters 
g. Basic rock hardware - harness, carabineers, 50 feet of rope, etc. 
h. Personal items: medications, toilet paper, Chap Stick, sunscreen, sunglasses, insect repellant, 

etc. 
3. This list is not all inclusive.  Members may choose to carry additional equipment that meet their 

needs or that they deem appropriate at their own discretion.   
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III. C PACK  
1. Required gear  

a. The necessary food, utensils, and equipment to be able to function efficiently for up to three 
days (72 hours) at a mission base. Again, tailor the items to the member’s need and preferred 
comfort level.  

b. Shelter: such as tent and tarp 
c. Sleeping bag  

2. Suggested gear 
a. Additional clothing including extra socks, underwear, t shirts, boots, cold weather coat, etc.   
b. Toilet kit with toothbrush, toothpaste, personal medications, sewing and repair kit etc.   
c. Sleeping pad 
d. Additional food and water for 48 hours, stove with fuel, utensils, pots/pans, cups 
e. Spare batteries 
f. Spare flashlight  

3. This list is not all inclusive.  Members may choose to carry additional equipment that meet their 
needs or that they deem appropriate at their own discretion.   

 

IV. FOOD SUGGESTIONS 
1. Food that can be kept in the pack for long periods of time, prepared quickly, and provide sustained 

energy.  
2. There will generally not be very much time to prepare food. On some missions food may be 

provided, however members should not count on this and should be prepared to provide their own 
food.  

3. MREs (Meals Ready to Eat), dehydrated meals, and other prepackaged meals are recommended. 
They do not require any form of refrigeration and are high in calories.  Most can be consumed hot 
or cold.   

4. Additionally, other long lasting foods such as canned foods can be carried in the member’s C Pack.  
While not ideal to be carried in the field, they do make a good meal while in camp. 
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10.2 -  PATROL EQUIPMENT 

SUMMARY  
The Patrol is quite limited in its equipment.  Not a lot is needed since our mission does not include a 
demand for extrication equipment, boats, etc.  What we DO have is expensive and very difficult to replace.  
TAKE CARE OF IT!  Most of the equipment is for Mission Base Camp, victim management, rock rescue, 
transportation, and communications. 

I. EQUIPMENT 
1. Radios 
2. Global Positioning Satellite units 
3. Avalanche beacons 
4. Direction finding gear 
5. Emergency care gear 
6. Rock gear 
7. Different types of litters for moving victims 

 

II. CHECK-OUT  
1. Equipment is checked out from the Cage and must be inspected and checked in at the end of each 

mission.   
2. If a member has an item of Patrol equipment issued and it is lost or damaged, the responsible 

member must notify the Chief as soon as possible.   
3. Patrol equipment may NOT be checked out to outside groups for any reason.  It must be on hand 

in case it is needed for a mission. 
 

III. Topographic Maps 
1. The Patrol also has an extensive topographic map file located in the filing cabinets at 

Headquarters.   
2. Members taking maps out of this file must make sure they are returned AND REFILED at the end 

of any mission or training activity.
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APPENDIX A –  SPECIALIZED RESCUE INFORMATION

A-1 –  AVALANCHE RESCUE 

 

Avalanche Rescue Guide courtesy of the Alpine Rescue Team 
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APPENDIX B –  BY-LAWS OF THE ARAPAHOE RESCUE PATROL, INC.  

 

 

ARP By-Laws
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APPENDIX C –  FORMS 

MONTHLY REPORT FORM 

TRAINING LOG 

ISSUED EQUIPMENT LOG 

EMERGENCY CONTACT FORM 

PUBLICATION OF IMAGE WAIVER 




